
chapter five

INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

OF CANADIAN INFLATION

Introduction

Much of the analysis of the previous chapters has treated the Canadian
economy as a single entity with a good deal of control over what happens
within its borders. It is evident, however, from frequent side references
that there are two important respects in which this is an over-simplification .
First, there are distinct regional aspects to Canada's inflation and unemploy-
ment problems and second, it is clear that developments in other countries,
particularly the United States, have a significant effect on economic condi-
tions in this country .

There are those who would link these two aspects of Canadian inflation,
arguing that Canada is in essence simply a region of the North American
economy and that any increase in Canadian prices and wages is largely to
be explained by price and wage increases in the United States . This sounds
very much like the way one might discuss the influence of the rest of the
Canadian economy on one of its regions . Thus it could be argued that in-
flation in the Atlantic Provinces follows that in the industrial heartland of
Canada for much the same reasons that inflation in the Canadian heartland
follows that in the United States . As we have indicated earlier, it is not our
view that the dependence of the Canadian economy on the United States
either is or need be as complete as many Canadians seem to think .

Implicit in this chapter is a comparison between the forces at work which
link the Canadian regions and the similar forces which bind Canada and
the United States

. It should be emphasized at the outset that while the Com-
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mission carried out a good deal of research on the regional' and interria-
tional2 aspects of inflation there remain puzzling features about both kinds
of linkages . Thus, what we have to say here may well be modified as more
is learned about the factors at work . While we do not feel that one can be
dogmatic about any of the conclusions reached, we have tried to give as
clear a reading as we can of our position on these issues .

The Regional Pattern
There is little dispute about the nature of the regional differences which

exist in Canada. Levels of incomes, wages and unemployment differ among
the various regionS3 of the country . These differences are of long standing
and show little sign of change . On the other hand, rates of change of prices,
wages and unemployment in the various regions are very closely related
even in the short run . Thus prices and wages show virtually no tendency to
move in ways which would tend to diminish the interregional disparities in
unemployment .

Fully comparable price indexes on a regional basis are not available but
the data at hand show a substantial parallelism in price movements . In
Figure 9, trends in the Consumer Price Indexes for several major cities are
plotted . It is clear that they correspond closely to one another even though
they are not fully comparable . Examination of the various components of
the indexeS4 , and of the other price data, indicates that this association is
closest among goods which can be traded among different areas, but it is
also remarkably close in the case of services and items where such trade is
impossible.

It is no surprise that the prices of goods which are readily transported
among regions should move together . One would expect the forces of com-
petition to produce this result, although even here transportation and dis-
tribution costs might weaken the extent to which competition tied price
movements together. It is more surprising for other goods and services .
Here the parallel movement of prices appears to stem largely from the
similarity of movements of wages and salaries which is such a pronounced
feature of the Canadian economy .

Levels of per capita incomes, earned income per person, average weekly
wages and salaries or average hourly earnings have historically shown sub-
stantial and persistent differences among the regions . The pattern for 1968
is shown in Table XXIII . Of course, the figures are specific to that year,
but had another one been chosen the ordering of relative magnitudes would

Cf. Thirsk.
Eg . Kelly; Scarfe ; Taylor, Turnovsky and Wilson ; Cragg, Nold.
Regions are conventionally defined by the use of political units or groupings of political

units. Frequently reference is made to five regions, the Atlantic Provinces, Quebec, Ontario,
the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia . This grouping ignores the important differences
between various parts of regions, such as Montreal versus the rest of Quebec, or Alberta
versus the rest of the Priarie region .

'Thirsk, op. cit., Ch . Il .
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have been very similar. It will be noticed that the disparities are greatest
when income per capita is examined and least for the average wage series,
reflecting differences in the proportion of the population who are at work
and variations in the relative amounts of income from other sources .

TABLE XXIII
Regional Income Patterns, 196 8

(dollars)

Bri tish
Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairies Columbia

Per capita income . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,854 2,409 3,064 2,585 2,823
Earned income per person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,470 1,979 2,543 2,134 2,316
Average weekly wages and salaries* . . 90 .56 107 .92 113 .54 104.28 120.76
Weighted average hourly earnings* .. 2 .20 2 .46 2 .81 2 .81 3.42

*Industrial composite .

SOURCES : (1) System of National Accounts and The Labour Force Statistics Canada . (2) Em-
ployment Earnings and Hours Statistics Canada .

It is worth noting that, large as these differences are, they conceal intra-
regional disparities which may be at least as serious a problem . For example,
in Quebec per capita incomes are about twice as high in Montreal as in the

Gaspé area5. Furthermore, while these regional disparities tend to appear
in most industries or occupations, there are substantial variations in the mag-
nitude involved and in some cases the patterns are reversed . For example,
according to the data available, pulp and paper workers are paid most
highly in Newfoundland though this is the province with the lowest average
wage and income levels . Like the overall regional patterns, these more spe-
cific differentials have tended to show remarkable durability over time . g

The extent to which regional disparities are unchanging appears to apply
in the short run as well as the long run . Rates of change of wages in the
various regions move together in almost lock-step fashion . Figure 10 shows
the pattern in average weekly wages and salaries over the last two decades .
The same pattern is very evident when other wage measures are examined .
The only important exception seems to be Quebec where some narrowing
of the wage differential with Ontario appears to have occurred during the
1960s. Even here the adjustment has not been of large magnitude, and it
may be that more recently economic forces have been at work to restore
the earlier differential .

These closely parallel movements of wages as well as prices might be
taken as a symptom of a well functioning market economy . With no formal
barriers to the movement of goods, capital or labor within the count ry, th e

° Quebec General Council of Industry , Towards Economic Objectives and a Development

Strategy for Quebec, Montreal, April 1970 .
° Cf . Thirsk, Op. Cit ., Ch. IV.
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forces of competition would be expected to even up the pressures of demand
on capacity in various. regions and result in similar price and wage move-ments in different areas . The recorded movements might be thought to in-
dicate that this mechanism works extremely well and quickly so that little
variation in rates of change is observed in prices and Wages . Such a viewassumes that the pressure of demand on capacity would be about the same
in all parts of the country on a continuous basis . On the face of it, thisseems to contradict the unemployment data, so that a different view of thematter seems to be needed .

We noted earlier that there are no direct measures of the extent to which
demand is pressing on the productive capacity of the economy . The mos t

Figure 1 0
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generally used indicator is the unemployment rate . Regional differentials in
unemployment rates are as marked as they are in the income data . They
have also shown remarkable persistence over time . Data from the various
censuses extending back over 50 years indicate that the same interregional
patterns have persisted over that period .

The pattern is shown in Figure 11 where we plot the unemployment rates
in the five traditionally defined regions of the economy . The pattern shows
the Atlantic Provinces experiencing the highest unemployment rates . Que-
bec comes next and while, for a time in the 1960s, a narrowing of differen-
tial with the more fortunate areas developed, this movement appears to
have been reversed . British Columbia tends to fall in the middle with an
unemployment rate somewhat above the national average . The regions
which enjoy below-average unemployment rates are Ontario and the Prairies .

Cyclical variations in the unemployment rates in the various regions move
closely together, as Figure 11 also shows . Apparently all regions tend to
experience fluctuations in economic activity at about the same time. This
would seem to attest to the pervasiveness of the national economic climate .
Periods in which economic activity in one region was strengthening while
it was slackening off in another are not readily apparent .

The magnitude of cyclical variation in regional unemployment rates tends
to show much the same pattern as is evident in unemployment levels . The
widest range of cyclical fluctuation in the absolute level of regional unem-
ployment rates is found in the Atlantic region, with Quebec and British
Columbia also experiencing a wider range of fluctuation between peaks and
troughs in economic activity than Ontario and the Prairie ProvinceS7. This
pattern rules out the possibility that the data simply reflect the concentra-
tion in particular regions of large numbers of persons who are only margin-
ally employable, while in terms of people likely to be gainfully employed
under normal conditions the unempoyment rates of the various regions are
approximately equal . Rather, it seems likely that the factors contributing to
regional unemployment differentials are varied and complex .

On the face of it, the existence of these regional unemployment differen-
tials seems to reflect different degrees of demand pressure on capacity in the
various regions of Canada . It would appear that when strong pressure s

I This is not, however, the only possible way of comparing the degree of cyclical variabil-
ity of unemployment between regions . Consider, for example, one region whose unemployment
rate over many years has varied between two per cent and six per cent of its labor force,
averaging four per cent . In another region, the range of variation in unemployment may have
been between three per cent and nine per cent of its labor force, averaging six per cent. It is
true that the range of variation in the absolute level of the unemployment rate in region B
is wider than in region A . Yet in each region, the range of variation in unemployment rates
above or below their average level has been the same in percentage terms-namely, plus or
minus 50 per cent . Indeed, when the latter basis of comparison is used, it appears that per-
centage deviations above or below their average rates of unemployment have been greater in
regions such as Ontario and the Prairie Provinces than in the regions of relatively high average
unemployment . It should also be remembered that the number of people involved in a given
change in unemployment rates is much larger in some regions than in others . Cf . Thirsk, op.
cit ., Ch . 11 .
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develop in Ontario, slack conditions are likely to persist in other regions,
and that to get acceptable levels of capacity utilization in Quebec or the
Atlantic region requires having very tight conditions in Ontario . When ac-

tion is taken to restrain aggregate demand so as to prevent excessive pres-

sures from developing in Ontario, the burden of the restraint also falls on
those regions not experiencing tight conditions . Such a reading of the evi-

dence on unemployment rates implies that overall demand management is
faced with a continuing dilemma, since what is appropriate for some parts

of the economy is inappropriate for others .

Why Do Regional Unemployment Rates Di fler?

What could account for these regional differentials in wage levels and in
unemployment rates, and in particular for their tendency to move together

so closely in the manner described above ?

One possibility is that the economy does indeed tend to operate in such
a way as to spread the pressures of demand relative to capacity fairly evenly
among the different regions of the country . However, because of differences
in the characteristics of regional labor markets and in the nature of regional
production capabilities, this process gives rise to different unemployment
rates in the various regions, and changes in the pressure of demand give
rise to changes in regional unemployment rates of differing magnitude . On
this view, it is misleading to interpret differences in regional unemployment
rates as a reliable measure of regional differences in the degree of capacity
utilization, for the proportion of the labor force which can be employed
without severe strains developing in local labor markets is different from
region to region. This is not to deny the existence of major problems asso-
ciated with regional disparities in unemployment rates . Differentially higher
average unemployment rates in particular regions, however, are seen more
as a reflection of the special difficulties encountered in smoothly matching
locally available labor with possible job opportunities than as evidence of
inadequate levels of demand in relation to the labor supply of these regions .

There is reason to believe that this is by no means the whole story . A
good case can be made that the wage and price mechanisms which would
normally operate to even up regional demand pressures are prevented from
doing so, in varying degrees, by a wide variety of institutional arrangements .

To this extent the problem of regional disparities in unemployment rates
reflects the fact that some regions are in effect priced out of the market .
The consequence is that employers do not find it worthwhile to offer enough
jobs at the prevailing wage rates and existing levels of productivity in these
regions to produce unemployment rates comparable to those in other areas
of the economy.

Interest in the causes of persistently high regional unemployment rates

focuses naturally on the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec . The relatively high
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unemployment rates typically experienced in British Columbia appear to
stem largely from the heavy migration of job-seekers into

. that province andthe special characteristics of some of its industries
. The predominantly re-

source-based and export-oriented nature of much of its industrial activity
appears to account for the incidence in British Columbia of more severe
fluctuations in economic activity and in unemployment than occurs in Onta-
rio. Similarly, the unusually low unemploymnt rates of the Prairie Provinces
seem to reflect the large proportion of the labor force accounted for by self-
employed proprietors and family workers engaged in grain farming

. An ad-
ditional factor is the tendency for the more transient unemployed in these
provinces to drift to the west coast, especially during the winter months

.
The unemployment rate in Ontario is partly a reflection of the particular
characteristics of its industrial structure and labor markets, but it is not
unusually high by international standards and does not pose the same puzzles
as the unemployment rates in the eastern regions of the country

.
The cases of Quebec and the Atlantic Provinces are more difficult

. Thereare several features of the economies of these regions which make it plau-
sible that the same degree of tightness in their labor markets as in Ontario
might be reflected in higher unemployment rates

. Many of these markets
are small and separated from each other by geographical barriers

. The rangeof jobs which it is feasible for job-seekers to explore in these labor markets

is much more limited than in Ontario and, similarly, employers have less
varied pools of talent from which to draw

. This feature in itself would tend
to produce higher average unemployment rates because of the greater diffi-
culty in matching available workers with available jobs

. Of course it is far
from being the case that all local labor markets in Quebec and the Atlantic
region experience difficulties of this kind, while not all local labor markets
in Ontario are free from such problems

. The argument is, however, that
narrow labor markets are* much more common in these regions than inOntario.

There is also some evidence that job tu rnover is normally higher in theAtlantic region and Quebec than in Onta rio8. As we have pointed out inthe previous chapter, job tu rnover tends to b ring with it some unem lo -ment
. Apart from the greater seasonality of employment in these regions,which we shall consider in a moment, the reasons for this higher job turn-over are not fully understood, but they seem to stem from two related

sources
. The first is the apparently greater willingness of people in these

regions to pursue a way of life which involves employment in several in-dustries during the course of a year, with the possibility of unemploymentoccurring in inte rvening periods . The second reason is that the combination
of lower wage rates and the relatively greater opportunities for casual jobsthan for regular employment makes continuous and strong attachmen t~a pa rt

icular job relatively less profitable than in Ontario
. In the Atlantic

'Cf. Thirsk, op . cit ., Ch. V.
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Provinces, the average duration of unemployment is relatively long and
the flows of people both into and out of unemployment are relatively high .

The notion that structural obstacles to the matching off of job-seekers
with available jobs are particularly severe in these labor markets seems to
accord with the record of vacancies . It appears to be the case that, for any
given unemployment rate, vacancy rates are higher in Quebec and especially
in the Atlantic Provinces than in Ontario9 . Unfortunately, the only data on
vacancies which extend over any substantial period of time are contained in
the operating records of the Canada Manpower Centres and their predecessor,
the National Employment Service . These records may be suspect in some
degree because of differences in the role played by these facilities, and in
their use by the public, from one region to another . For the short period
of time which it presently covers, the recently inaugurated Job Vacancy
Survey indicates that vacancy rates were substantially higher in the Atlantic
region than in Ontario . This was not the case in Quebec, where short-term
vacancy rates were lower, and longer-term (over a month) vacancy rates
about equal to those in Ontario . These statistics, however, cover only the
very recent period of high unemployment in Quebec, and for this reason
the evidence from the Job Vacancy Survey is far from conclusive" .

Another feature of the economic structure of the eastern regions which
helps to account for their higher average unemployment rates is the un-
usually wide range of seasonality which they experience. Seasonal fluctua-
tions are considerably greater in the Atlantic region and in Quebec than in
Ontario. This is partly matched by greater seasonal fluctuations in labor force
participation, so that the seasonal swings in employment rates do not produce
as much seasonal unemployment as they would with a constant labor
force" . These seasonal patterns help to account for the large turnover
experienced in these regions . They also tend to produce more seasonal un-
employment which is reflected in higher average or seasonally-adjusted un-
employment rates .

Experts are not in complete agreement on how seasonality should besf
be measured, or on its effects on the unemployment rate . Illustrative calcula-
tions are presented in Table XXIV providing estimates of the magnitude
of seasonal fluctuations in employment and in the labor force . These are
based on the differences typically observed between the annual peaks an d

*Cf. Thirsk, op. cit., Ch. V.
" As yet data on the rates of pay associated with the vacancies have not been released

and there is no information on how they would compare with prevailing wage rates in the
region . It might be the case that the rates of pay offered were too low for people to accept
the jobs. Ile presumption is, however, that the rates of pay associated with the vacancies
should not normally be far out of line, since the criterion for establishing the existence of
a vacancy is active recruiting efforts by employers . It is hard to believe employers would
devote their energies to hopeless endeavors .

"I However, it should be noted that the seasonal pattern in employment is to some extent
a result of the seasonal pattern in labor force participation . As mentioned in the previous
chapter, seasonal swings in employment can be regarded as tending to reduce average un-
employment levels to the extent that they coincide with seasonal swings in labor force D39-
ticipation which would have occurred in any event .
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troughs of the series expressed as a percentage of the peak seasonal values .
The figures are shown relative to Ontario, a value of 1 .0 indicating that the
degree of seasonality measured in this way is equal to that of Ontario .

In the third column of Table XXIV we provide estimates of the effect
this seasonal pattern has had on the unemployment rate

. The calculation is
based on a comparison of the average rate for the year 1969 and the rate

this would have produced in the month when unemployment is typically at
its seasonal low, given the normal seasonal pattern . This calculation abstracts
from the non-seasonal influences affecting the monthly unemployment rates
actually recorded during 196912. Finally, another set of calculations, based
on the difference between the rate actually recorded for the lowest month
and the average rate for the year13, is also shown in Table XXIV . The figures
are expressed as a percentage of the annual average labor force and are
illustrative of various possible ways of estimating the amount of seasonal
unemployment reflected in the annual rate14 .

TABLE XXIV

Regional Differences in Seasonal Unemployment, 1969

Seasonality Estimated Estimated
Seasonality in Labor Contribution Contributio n

Employment Participation to unemploy- to unemploy-
as proportion as proportion ment rate, ment rate,

of that in of that in Calculation Caluclation
Ontario Ontario One Two

Atlantic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 1. 8Quebec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • 8 2. 6... . . . . . . . . . . 1 . 5
Ontario . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. 1.0 1

.1 1. 6 1. S
1 .0 0.8Prairies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 0 . 91 .5 1 .4 1 . 3British Columbia . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,2 1_0 1.3

1.4 1.0

PIC Calculations using Labour Force Survey Data . For details of Cols . 1-3, see Cragg ,op . cit., Ch. IV . Col . 4, see Thirsk, op . cit., Ch. V .

It will be noticed that these calculations indicate much more seasonality
both in employment and in labor force participation in the Atlantic region
than in Ontario, as well as substantially higher seasonal unemployment .
Quebec also has considerably more seasonal employment than Ontario,
but this is not matched by greater seasonality of the labor force participation .
These seasonal patterns, in conjunction with the other factors mentioned, go
a long way towards explaining the higher observed unemployment rates in
the Atlantic region and Quebec relative to Ontario's unemployment rate .----~

"Cf. Cragg, op . cit., Ch. IV.' Cf. Thirsk, op. cit ., Ch. V .
"As noted in Chapter IV, these methods of calculating what the unemployment rate

would be in the absence of seasonality are necessarily arbitrary, but the regional comparisonis valid .
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Many of the features which account for the unusually high average un-

employment rates expe rienced in the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec may

also help to account for the unusually wide fluctuations in unemployment
which they experience . With narrower labor markets than Onta rio, it might
be expected that a similar change in the unemployment rate in these regions
would reflect a less marked change in the ease with which employers are
able to fill job vacancies or job-seekers find positions . Fu rthermore, changes

of this sort in labor market ease or tightness may be less evident to par-
ticipants in less well-integrated labor markets than they would be in Ontario,
so that when a change occurs it may take longer for it to be appreciated
generally . Thus the features of these labor markets which help to explain
their higher unemployment rates may also help to account for the wider

cyclical variability in unemployment rates which they expe rience .

These differences in economic structure are probably reinforced by pat-

te rns of migration15. When regional unemployment is relatively low, the pull

of higher wages in the more prosperous parts of the country is likely to lead

to more migration than when unemployment is higher, since the risk of

not finding a job-and hence of not being able to enjoy the higher wages-

is less . In the sho rt run, such migration tends to increase unemployment or
fill vacancies in the area to which the mi grants are going, and to reduce
unemployment or create vacancies in the areas from which they come .

This feature of migration behavior is reinforced by a tendency, when un-
employment rises, for recent migrants who lose their jobs to reutrn to the area

they had previously left . As a result, their' unemployment is often recorded
in the latter region rather than in the one in which they lost their jobs .
Such return migration is, however, less important in explaining regional
unemployment patterns than the tendency of plentiful employment oppor-
tunities elsewhere to pull people from the less prosperous regions .

It may also be noted that immigration patte rns have some tendency to

reinforce the effects produced by inte rnal migration . Imm igrants naturally
tend to go mainly to the more prosperous regions and these flows respond,

with lags, to general economic conditions. Thus, throughout most of the

post-war years, over half of all immigrants to Canada were destined to

Ontario. At the same time immigration se rved to reduce the extent of the
pull of the tight Ontario labor market which would otherwise have been felt
by those with roughly comparable skills who remained unemployed in other
regionsts .

la Cf. J . Vanderkamp, "Migration Flows, their Determin ants and the Effects of Return
Migration", Journal of Political Economy, 79 :1012-1031, September/October 1971, and
"Interregional Mobility in Canada : A Study of the Time Pattern of Migration", Canadian

Journal of Economics, 1 :595-608, August 1968.
"The importance of immigration as a factor in the total Canadian labor market can be

judged from the fact that 16 per cent or over 1,300,000 members of the labor force in 1971
were immigrants who had come into the country since 1945 . The participation rate of im-
migrants in the labor force has been around 65 per cent, some 10 percentage points above
that for Canada as a whole . For several years prior to 1962, the unemployment rate among
immigrants was consistently somewhat higher than the national rate . Since 1962, the reverse
has been the case .
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There is, finally, some evidence17 that changes in output are more nearlymatched by changes in employment in the eastern regions than elsewhere .This may arise from differences in industrial structure, in the skill compo-
sition of the labor force, and in attitudes which make employers more inclined
to lay off their employees when demand slackens .

The differences in economic structure discussed above lend considerable
plausibility to the belief that market mechanisms do indeed tend to even up
the pressures of demand in labor markets throughout the country, although
a similar degree of market tightness is indicated by different unemploymentrates in different regions . A plausible case can also be made, however, that
the operation of these market mechanisms is frustrated in considerable meas-ure by institutional factors, with the result that many job-seekers in the
eastern regions of Canada are, in effect, priced out of the market .

There are two ways in which this can happen . On the one hand, someemployers may be prevented by institutional factors from offering employ-
ment at wages below a certain level, even though these lower-paid jobsmight find willing applicants . This results in a form of job-rationing in
certain areas of the regional economy and thereby adds to unemployment .On the other hand, however, additional institutional factors may make
many job-seekers unwilling to take lower-paid jobs even where such jobsare available .

There are, for example, certain national employers who pay the samewage rates in all parts of the country18 . Others have regionally differentiated
wage structures, but as a matter of course give identical percentage increasesto employees in all regions . There are also cases of collective bargaining
of a multi-regional character which tend to produce similar effects . In allthree cases, the institutional framework in which wage patterns are set mili-
tates against wages being responsive to changes in relative economic con-ditions in the various regions. Furthermore, there are certainly instances
where emulation of wage increases in Ontario has played an important role
in the process of wage-setting in the eastern regions .

It would be seem implausible that such institutional links among regions
could dominate the wage-setting process entirely, even though they clearlyplay a major role . In some areas of wage-setting only the most indirect and
nebulous connections among regions can be found and yet, oddly enough, the
co-movement of wages in these industries seems as close as in others" . Onewould have expected wage trends in these industries to show more regional
variation, both because of the lack of direct ties and because of the effect on
local employment and labor supply of wage trends in the industries wher e

Cf. Neil Swan, "Differences in the Response of the Demand for Labour to Variationsin Output among Canadian Regions : A Preliminary Interpretation", Kingston, Ont., Queen'sUniversity, 1971 . (Discussion Paper 4 1" Cf. Thirsk, op . cit., Ch. IV."Cf. Thirsk .
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binding institutional wage links exist . Nevertheless there can be no doubt
that in percentage terms, changes in average wage rates for the various re-
gions move closely together, both in total and in particular industrial divi-

sions. The degree of similarity is such that the association between wage
changes in the eastern regions and those in Ontario is closer than the
association between these wage changes and the corresponding regional un-
employment rates20. This could be taken as evidence that regional wage

rate changes are institutionally linked to such an extent that they are
unaffected by regional variations in demand pressure. It could also be
interpreted, however, as evidence that regional variations in unemployment
rates are simply a poor guide to the relative tightness of regional labor

markets, which may not in fact vary nearly as much as these rates might
suggest .

Even if the trend of some wage rates in these regions is in fact responsive
to changes in local economic conditions, the existence of strong interregional
ties affecting the trend of other wage rates may, nevertheless, contribute to
their high average unemployment rates . The effect of these national pat-
terns is to establish rates of pay in some jobs which are much higher for the
levels of skill and ability required than is the case in others . As a result,
it would be quite sensible for people who are looking for work to spend
longer trying to obtain such jobs rather than settling quickly for lower paid
alternatives . This would apply in the case of essentially similar jobs offered
by different employers . It would also tend to produce less smooth progres-
sion in wage rates for the different types of jobs which an individual might
hold than would be found in Ontario . Since the prospective rewards for
making a careful search among openings are larger with such a wage struc-
ture, this may provide an incentive for accepting longer periods of unem-
ployment. Although these arguments have some plausibility, they are at
present in the area of supposition rather than of established fact .

To the possible effects on regional unemployment of the institutional tying
of some wage rates to those in Ontario must be added those resulting from
the levels of minimum wage rates legally in force. If these are kept high
enough to have a significant effect, they will tend to put a floor on wage rates
not only at the minimum level but also at related levels higher up in the
skill category . This too will have the effect of removing many potential jobs
from the market.

The level of unemployment in the less buoyant regions may also be in-
fluenced by the unwillingness of unemployed workers to accept job offers
because of the income support available to those who are unemployed and
by the value placed on leisure relative to steady employment. In the less
buoyant regions as in other parts of the country the opportunity to draw
unemployment insurance or to obtain welfare payments may mean that
unless a quite well-paying job is available there is little economic incentive

90 Cf. Thirsk, op. cit., Ch. IV.
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to accept employment . This tendéncy will be strengthened if the way of
life of the population has been less subject to the discipline of the industrial
system and there is a greater will ingness to accept tempora ry periods of
unemployment.

In the present state of knowledge it is not possible to attach weights to
the various influences which might explain the higher unemployment rates
typically experienced in the eastern regions of Canada . Thus it is probably
the case that pressure to maintain excessively narrow wage differentials rel-
ative to Ontario has contributed in some measure to the relatively high un-
employment rates of these regions . If it were not for these institutional forces
linking wage rates in the different regions, it is possible that a lower national
average unemployment rate could be achieved and sustained . To some exteiit;
at least, wages in these and other areas of high unemployment are too `high
for the levels of productivity achieved with the result that they are being
priced out of the market .

Even if this were not so, however, the structural characteristics of labor
markets in the eastern regions of the country make it highly unlikely that
they could achieve unemployment rates as low as in Ontario . Their unem-
ployment experience is not simply the result of rigid elements in the wage
structure on either the demand or supply side of the market, but is also a
reflection of the greater difficulties encountered in these markets in matching
available jobs with those who are looking for work .

International Linkages and "Imported" Inflation

The question of how and to what extent Canada can avoid importing in-

flation from abroad is similar in many respects to the questions we have just
been discussing about the way in which inflation in Canada affects partic-
ular regions of the country. Just as the eastern regions of Canada are linked
to the industrial heartland of the country by numerous channels of economic
influence and institutional ties, the Canadian economy itself is linked to the

international economy-particularly that of the United States-by many
channels of trade and finance, institutional influences, and information and
opinion flows .

There are also, of course, some significant differences between the intra-
regional links within the country and the international links connecting
Canada with the outside world . Regions within Canada do not have their
own currencies, central banks, exchange rates or exchange reserves . Intra-
regional flows of trade and finance are not subject to tariff and other bar-
riers, nor are migration flows subject to restrictive immigration laws . The
various regions share a common system of federal taxation, social insurance
and transfer payments . Finally, no region within Canada approaches the
national economy in terms of its relative size on the world scene or the
diversification of its economic structure.
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For all of these reasons, it should not be surprising to find that there is
much less scope for regional variation in cost, price and unemployment
trends within Canada than there is between Canada and the United States .

Nevertheless the view is widely held that the course of economic events
in the United States is bound to exert a dominant influence over the be-
havior of the Canadian economy at all times, and that in particular Cana-
dian experience of inflation is necessarily determined in large measure by
price and cost trends in the United States. This view draws support from
the empirical observation that over a period of many years rates of change
in average wage and price levels in the two countries have moved in broadly
parallel fashion, as indeed have rates of demand expansion, output and em-
ployment growth, and levels of capacity and manpower utilization .

There is, of course, a range of views on this matter . At the one extreme
are those who believe that rates of increase in Canadian prices and wages
are inexorably tied to similar rates of increase in U.S . prices and wages
almost without regard to the behavior of the exchange rate or to levels of
capacity utilization and unemployment in Canada . In their view, policies of
demand restraint in Canada cannot prevent us from experiencing about as
rapid a rate of inflation as in the United States, although such policies can
retard the growth of output in this country and raise unemployment. By the
same token, strongly expansionary demand policies in Canada can be relied
upon to generate high levels of output and employment with little danger
of generating more rapid inflation than in the United States .

A more orthodox view stresses the crucial role of exchange rate policy
in determining how far Canadian experience of inflation can diverge from
that of the United States . Accordingly to this view, so long as Canada re-
mains strongly committed to maintaining the external value of its currency
unchanged at some fixed level in terms of U.S . currency (or within narrow
bounds under a floating exchange rate system), cost and price trends in
Canada cannot be permitted to diverge very far or for very long from cost and
price trends in the United States . If unusually strong demand pressures devel-
op in the United States and lead to a burst of relatively rapid inflation,
Canada too will be forced to expand demand and tolerate a comparable
rate of inflation if it is to avoid appreciation or an eventual revaluation of
its exchange rate . By the same token, the desire to avoid depreciation or
devaluation of its exchange rate will force Canada to keep its rate of inflation
from exceeding that of the United States, by setting some limit to its rate of
demand expansion and accepting the associated level of unemployment .

It is not incompatible with the above analysis to believe that even under
a fixed rate regime, the pressures on Canada's exchange rate resulting from
divergent price trends in the two countries may take some time to develop
and may be temporarily resisted by various means. Thus there may be more
latitude than is sometimes realized for prices in Canada to diverge tempo-
rarily from the trend of U.S . prices in the short run . Nor does such a view
deny the existence of various channels through which the prices of man y
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goods in Canada are directly tied, via the exchange rate, to the p rices ofsimilar goods in the United States . What it does deny, however, is that these
direct price links will automatically preserve balance of payments equilib riumand stability of the fixed exchange

. rate without the need for appropriateadjustment of demand m anagement policies in Canada directed towards
this end.

The logic of this position is that if a country like Canada wishes to
exert a greater degree of independent control over the behavior of its domes-
tic cost and price level, it must be prepared to accept greater flexibility of
exchange rate movement over time . Advocates of a fully floating "change
rate argue that the stability of Canadian costs and prices could be effectively
insulated from a rapid inflation of U .S. costs and prices by this means, since
the impact on trade flows of the diverging internal price levels of the two
countries would be automatically neutralized by appreciation of Canada's
exchange rate . In practice, of course, the matter is more complicated

. For
example, a floating exchange rate would move not only in response to the
relative change in U .S. and Canadian price levels, but also in response to
temporary swings in capital flows of independent origin, to which the econ-
omy would be forced to adapt .

Leaving aside the question of the kind of exchange rate system most
suitable to the needs of a country like Canada, there remains the empirical
question of the extent to which Canadian experience of inflation during the
1960s was simply imported directly from the United States under the ex-
change rate policies actually followed .

There are a number of channels through which external influences directly
or indirectly affect costs and prices in Canada .

To begin with, it is obvious that rapidly rising demand abroad-parti-
cularly in the United States-is likely to provide a strong stimulus to Cana-
dian exports and capital investment . If the surge of foreign demand is fueiled
by rapid monetary expansion in the United States, it may also be difficult for
Canada to avoid following a similarly expansive monetary policy if it is
regarded as undesirable to allow the exchange rate to come under upward
pressure from capital inflows attracted by higher Canadian interest rates

.
The net effect will be to increase the pressure of demand on productive
capacity in Canada and thus the degree of upward pressure on Canadian
costs and prices .

In addition to these indirect effects via demand channels, an inflationary
boom in the United States will tend to raise costs and prices in Canada
directly in areas of the economy where these are closely linked to similar
costs and prices in the United States

. This can be seen most clearly in thecase of internationally traded goods .
Thus, for example, Canada produces a number of impo rtant commoditieswhich are traded on world markets at a p rice set by inte rnational conditionsof supply and demand. The p rices of these commodities in Canada are de-

termined basically by the world price
. Canadian conditions of supply and
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demand have little direct influence on world conditions or world prices and
so, except for variations in the exchange rate, the Canadian price of
these commodities will rise if - their price abroad rises . These are the kinds
of commodities whose producers have very little discretion over the prices
charged .

No one knows exactly how large a part such commodities play in the
Canadian economy, mainly because they shade off into commodities whose
prices are heavily influenced by international economic conditions but whose
Canadian producers do have some discretion in price-setting, perhaps be-
cause transportation costs provide a buffer . Thus, it might be thought that
steel, though not traded on organized commodity markets, would be sold at
prices determined on the world market . As events following the Canadian
dollar devaluation of the early 1960s show, however, Canadian steel pr o-
ducers actually do have a substantial margin of price discretion . On that
occasion they took the oppo rtunity to increase their share of the domestic
market rather than raising their p rices fully into line with the increased prices
of foreign suppliers of steel .

Foreign price movements generally do, however, strongly influence Cana-
dian prices in the case of goods for which export demand or competition
from imports is an important feature of the market facing Canadian pro-
ducers or distributors . An increase in foreign prices unmatched by an in-
crease in Canadian prices will tend to stimulate the demand felt by Canadian
producers as purchasers switch towards Canadian sources of supply . Similar
changes in relative prices and shifts in demand occur when Canada's ex-
change rate is devalued . The effect of this increased demand is to put up-
ward pressure on Canadian prices of the goods in question as output rises
toward capacity. In attempting to increase their output, the Canadian pro-
ducers will try to hire more labor and may raise wages in the course of doing
so. If the increased demand in these industries is not matched by offsetting
declines in demand elsewhere in the economy, overall demand pressures on
the capacity of the economy and on costs and price levels generally will
increase.

Another route through which rising foreign prices exert upward pressure
on Canadian prices is by increasing the cost of imported raw materials .
These goods are important inputs into Canadian production and when their
prices rise, Canadian prices will also tend to rise as these costs are passed on .

Like those previously mentioned, this channel of foreign influence on
Canadian prices may be of considerable importance . It is not, however, the
dominant one . Thus, if one compares the pattern of Canadian price changes
in recent years which might have been expected if this were the main chan-
nel of transmission with the pattern that actually occurred, the similarity is
not very great21 . Indeed, a closer approximation to the actual record is
achieved by assuming that Canadian output prices simply move in harmony
with output prices in other countries .

ri Cf. Kelly.
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Finally, there may be a tendency for at least some Canadian wages and
prices to be raised in line with foreign wage and price increases even where
no demand or cost-raising mechanisms affecting the position of Canadian
producers are involved. In most cases, of course, mechanisms of this kind
are present in some degree, but even in such instances the similarity of move-
ment of wages and prices is often closer than might be expected simply as a
result of identifiable forces of this kind .

Thus many researchers have found that even when account is taken of
their impact via demand and cost effects, U.S . prices or wages still seem to
have a residual effect on Canadian prices or wages through channels which
are not readily apparent22 . Rather disturbingly, in some cases it appears that
this residual influence works without respect to changes in the exchange rate .That is, a particular price or wage change in the U.S . is reflected in Canadian
prices or wages in the same way whether or not the exchange rate also
changed during the period.

There are a number of possible reasons for research findings of this kind .First, they may arise for spurious, technical reasons . Historically, changes in
demand pressures on capacity and in unemployment levels in Canada have
closely paralleled similar changes in the United States . As in Canada, U.S .
prices and wages appear to respond to changes of this kind in economic
conditions in that country . Any failure to capture Canadian demand and cost
conditions fully in research studies may thus leave room for U.S. prices and
wages to seem to play a larger role in determining Canadian prices and wages
than is actually the case. While it is possible that this accounts in part at least
for such findings, it is quite possible, and indeed likely, that they also reflect
the existence of additional links with the U.S . than those mentioned above .

Thus it is quite possible that changes in certain U.S . prices and wages areused by Canadians as indicators of particular price and wage changes that
would be appropriate in Canada . As we have noted repeatedly, the situation
facing those who make economic decisions is surrounded with a great
deal of uncertainty about future market demand conditions and about the
appropriate wage or price response . Historically, product and labor market
conditions in Canada have broadly paralleled those in the United States and
the responses appropriate to U.S . conditions have also turned out to be
appropriate to conditions in Canada . Thus by entering into the formation of
expectations about Canadian demand conditions, wage and price changes in
the United States may well impinge directly on Canadian wages and prices .

In many cases this expectational link may be even more direct . Thuschanges in demand conditions in the United States may be thought of as
applying to Canada as well, and not simply as indicators of the way the
situation may be developing in Canada . Canadians are exposed to a flood ofinformation about U.S . economic conditions through the various communi-cations media . It is not unusual to find Canadian economists or business me n

" Cf . e .g., Taylor, Turnovsky and Wilson, or Bodkin, Bank, Reuber and Robinson .
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discussing current developments on the basis of reports on U .S. television or

in U.S . news magazines and treating these developments as applying to Can-
ada. If this carries over to domestic decision-making, the result would be that
some Canadian decisions are made on the basis of demand conditions in
U.S. product and labor markets .

It is sometimes argued that direct emulation of U .S . rates of wage increase
plays an important role in the setting of Canadian wage rates . The discussion
of "parity" in collective bargaining is often pointed to as an indication that
such behavior exists, and the case of the automobile workers is often cited as
a specific example . However, the automobile industry is a special case,
especially with the existence of the U .S .-Canada auto agreement, the logic of
which would tend in any event to produce parallel movement in the wages
of automobile workers in the two countries . It seems highly unlikely that
similar forces are very general in the economy. It is difficult to argue that the
degree of labor mobility across the border has, in effect, created a single
labor market, or that collective bargains where parity is a real issue play a
major role in the determination of wage changes in Canada .

Our own interpretation of the part played by external links in influencing
the behavior of Canadian prices and wages during the 1960s may be sum-
marized as follows . A dominant influence was the fact that rates of demand
expansion and levels of capacity utilization in the two countries tended to
move in broadly parallel fashion over the course of the decade . The devalua-
tion of the Canadian dollar by more than 10 per cent early in the period
served as an additional source of upward pressure on Canadian prices and
wages over the next several years during which this new fixed rate was main-
tained . In part this was a reflection of direct price links in the area of inter-
nationally traded goods and subsequent spill-over effects into other areas .
In part too, however, the devaluation added further demand stimulus in the
export and investment sectors of the Canadian economy, and the fixing of
the exchange rate made it difficult for Canadian monetary policy to be much
less expansionary than in the United States .

The result was that for some time Canadian prices tended to rise appre-
ciably faster than in the United States . By 1965-66 the inflationary boom in
that country was becoming very intense, and before long the U.S. unemploy-
ment rate had fallen appreciably below the rate in Canada-a reversal of the
situation earlier in the decade . Beginning in 1967 the rate of increase in the
U.S . price level exceeded that in Canada by a significant margin through to
1971 . Such an observation is not difficult to explain in terms of the differing
degree of demand pressure on capacity in the two countries, but much less
understandable if the direct links between overall price levels in the two
countries were the dominant factor.

On the whole, therefore, our reading of the evidence is that overall price
and cost trends in Canada are not necessarily dominated by those in the
United States, although the exchange rate policy followed by Canada is o f
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key importance . In the short run, there appears to be some scope for
divergent cost and price behavior in Canada even under a fixed exchange
rate . In the longer run, however, the possibility of insulating Canada to any
important extent from inflation in the United States would seem to require

the accommodation provided by an appreciating exchange rate, both to over-
come the problem of direct price links and to permit the maintenance of
substantially different demand policies .
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chapter six

THE "TRADE-OFF" BETWEEN INFLATIO N

AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Introduction

We are now in a position to summarize our view of the causes, processes
and consequences of recent inflation in Canada. We have indicated that a
buildup of strong demand pressure on Canada's productive capacity and
manpower resources initiated the outbreak of inflation in the mid-1960s .
Once the process of inflation had gathered considerable momentum, it
proved highly resistant not only to the disappearance of excess demand
conditions but also to a degree of demand restraint which generated a
substantial amount of temporary excess capacity and unemployment . Why
inflation has persisted as stubbornly as it has during this recent period of
slack demand is the central question to which we have addressed ourselves .

We found that while something could be learned from studying the
performance of the economy as a whole, some conclusions could only be
drawn after we had focused on how particular wage and price decisions
were arrived at in individual markets .

We have stressed the critical role of wage-setting decisions in the labor
market in determining cost and price trends since the mid-1960s . There
are two reasons for this . First, labor costs account for much the largest
part of the total of costs, profits and other payments covered by the selling
price of a unit of output . Second, the puzzling question of why inflation has
persisted well after demand pressures have slackened is one that arises
during periods when profit margins tend to be contracting sharply, while
the share of labor income tends to be rising. As we have made clear, thi s
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does not imply that employees are more self-seeking than owners of the
capital assets used in the productive process . It merely means that given a
well-entrenched inflation, the characteristics of the labor market are such
as to generate only a limited and lagged wage response to a slackening in
the rate of demand expansion .

In particular, with the exception of certain situations noted earlier in
which the power of unions has either increased substantially or has come

to be used more effectively, we do not believe that the activities of labor
unions have been a major factor in Canada's recent inflationary experience,
notwithstanding widespread opinion to the contrary . We have argued that
over a period of years including both recessions and expansions, unions
whose power is growing can be expected to achieve higher earnings for
their members than they would otherwise enjoy, but, other things equal,

this will be at the expense of employment in those areas of the economy
which are becoming more highly unionized . As a result, the supply of
labor will rise correspondingly in other areas of the economy, and relative

wage levels in such sectors will become correspondingly depressed .

Our analysis has suggested that since typical union contracts stretch over
fairly lengthy periods of time, an unexpected demand inflation might cause
union wage rates to lag behind the movement of wage rates generally . If
such a demand-induced inflation were then halted rather abruptly, con-
tinuing large union pay increases might appear to be generating inflation
independent of demand . Many of these increases, however, would be
provided for under existing contracts or would represent "catch-up settle-
ments" incorporated in new contracts .

The suggestion that unions are not a major independent source of in-
flation is consistent with the view that unions can reasonably be described
as attempting at all times to advance the welfare of their members . The
successful pursuit of this objective, however, results only in relatively higher
wages for union members than for non-union workers, not in continually
rising general wage levels .

It is worth noting that an inflationary recession like that experienced at the
beginning of the 1970s is not a new phenomenon, but rather an old one
in somewhat altered form . It is sometimes said that the "laws of economics"
are no longer working the way they formerly did . This conclusion is drawn
from the persistence of "inflationary" wage increases in the face of ab-
normally high unemployment, a phenomenon attributed to the activities
of labor unions . It is worth recalling, however, that in the early 1930s
when unionization was still relatively insignificant in North America, a
considerable period elapsed before wage and price levels showed much
response to the massive rise in unemployment experienced at the time .
While it can be argued that an absolute decline in money wage lcvels is
likely to meet particularly strong resistance, there is a sense in which a
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money wage which does not fall when it might be expected to do so is as
difficult to explain as one that continues to rise at a faster rate than mightbe expected .

Our basic explanation of the recent inflationary recession turns on the
nature of the labor market . As we have pointed out, one characteristic of
labor markets is that buyers and sellers ordinarily cannot observe quoted
prices for standardized items as they can in continuous auction markets such
as stock or commodity exchanges . The heterogeneous characteristics of both
jobs and employees help to explain why many agreements to buy and sell
labor are made only after a time-consuming and expensive search on bothsides . The lack of regular price quotations implies that both sides of the
labor market exercise some discretion in making or accepting particularoffers . If wages have been rising at much the same average rate for some
time, then an easing of demand pressure will have to affect these discretionary
judgments before much change can occur in the rising trend of prices for laborservices . Only after excess supply conditions in labor markets have become
obvious will there be much tendency for the average size of wage increasesto diminish .

We have also pointed to a second characteristic of labor markets which
makes it unlikely that enough slowing of the rate of increase in wages will
occur in the short run to equate demand with supply, even when it is widely
recognized that labor market conditions have cased considerably . Given thedesire for security on the part of wage and salary carriers, both employers
and employees find it in their interest to manage their relationship on the
understanding that some security of jobs and relative pay levels will be
provided in return for somewhat lower wages and salaries over time . Thus,employers will be restrained in their own interest from cutting back on pay
increases so long as they believe that a period of slack demand may represent
only a temporary pause in a long-term inflationary trend .

While thcrc arc obvious institutional differences between non-union and
unionized labor markets, we have suggested that similar forces arc at workin both. For example, the interruption of an inflationary demand expansioncan be expected to have lagged cffccts on the rate of wage increase not just
for non-union labor but also in the unionized market . In this market pre-viously agreed upon wage increases will continue to take cffcct despite theslackening of demand. For some time as expiring contracts come up for
renegotiation both parties to the wage bargain will have limited evidence
on which to predict a change in future demand conditions . If demand forlabor continues to be weak, then the longcr-run cffcct will be an eventualdownward adjustment of expected rates of wage inflation-and hcncc of
actual rates of increase of bargained wagcs--to conform with the slowingof demand growth actually experienced . But this is a longcr-run adjustment,and if inflationary expectations arc deeply rooted, wage increases in both
union and non-union markets may continue for some time to anticipatc
morc rapid inflation than is consistent with actual demand conditions . I n
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large measure the trend of prices will reflect th is upward pressure on labor
costs, and the combined result of these wage and price trends will be to
dampen the growth of output and employment so long as these trends
continue .

The "Trade-off ' Between Inflation and Unemploymen t

It has long been a common belief that, at least over short periods of time,
relatively low levels of unemployment and relatively rapid inflation go hand
in hand . Conversely, depressed output and employment conditions have long
been associated in the public mind with periods of decelerating inflation or,
in earlier times, periods of falling prices . This view, once based upon casual
evidence, has gained support in recent years from systematic study of the
relevant data, originally stimulated by the work of Professor A . W. Phillips
on the historical relationship of wages and unemployment in the United
Kingdom. In recent years a number of attempts have been made to provide
an analytical explanation of why a relationship of this kind might be found
in economies where fluctuations in output and employment have been a
normal part of economic life .

Our own analysis of the labor market, which draws upon and extends the
recent work of va rious economists, provides analytical suppo rt for the
existence of a short-term relationship of this kind . At the same time, how-
ever, both theo ry and accumulating evidence make it inc reasingly apparent
that the relationship is considerably more complicated than it was once
thought to be. As we have emphasized in our earlier analysis, there are lags
in the response of wages and p rices to changes in the pressure of demand .
This alone implies a trade-off. If prices and wages do not respond imme-
diately to a change in demand, then output and employment will . It also
implies that the trade-off is only transito ry if wages and prices eventually
respond fully. It is our purpose here to examine more closely the question
of whether in the end wages and p rices can be expected to respond fully to a
change in demand, with no lasting effect on output and employment levels .

One reason why employment responds to an increased rate of dcmand
expansion is that there is normally some slack in the labor market . While
this is clear in pe riods of pronounced recession, it is also evidcnt from
what we have said earlier that this is also the case at "normal" levels of
unemployment . Indeed, if we were to define "full employment" in Canada as
the lowest level of unemployment at which existing rates of price and wage
increase have no tendency to rise, then it is evident that undcr these demand
conditions there will be many labor markets in which a signi ficant proportion
of the labor force is classi fied as without work and actively sceking work .
Why is this ?

An Economic Explanation of "Normat" Unemployment

Most explanations of unemploymcnt begin with a classification of va rious
types such as frictional, seasonal and structural . We have found it more
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helpful to classify the circumstances producing measurable unemployment
at the "full employment" level into a set of categories more clearly related
to the traditional economic concepts of demand and supply . The offer and
acceptance of a job is like the proposal and acceptance of marriage : it
requires two willing partners and success in finding each other. Thus, un-
employment can arise from problems on the demand side or the supply side
of the market, or from difficulties and delays in bringing demanders and
suppliers together.

Unemployment which can be attributed to the demand side of the market
will result if employees are willing to accept jobs at a given money wage but
employers are not prepared to hire all qualified applicants for work. This
could be described as job rationing unemployment . Conversely, if the em-
ployer is willing to hire at a given wage but the employee declines to accept
the job, the unemployment can be attributed to difficulties on the supply side .
In this case the employee is in the same position as someone who offers a
product for sale but specifies a minimum price. This is called the "reservation
price" for the product, since the seller is prepared to reserve his supply
from the market at prices below the reservation price . An employee whose
alternatives are such that he is not prepared to accept a job at a wage less
than a particular figure is in effect rese rving his time for himself, and his
resulting unemployment can be described as "rese rvation price" unemploy-
ment . Finally, if both employees and employers respectively are willing to
offer and accept jobs at a given wage level but have not yet found each other
and successfully negotiated an arrangement, this will be refiected in tempor-
ary unemployment . This concept is close to what has been called "f ric-
tional" unemployment, but it is more meaningful in economic terms to call
this "search" unemployment .

Taking these in reverse order, search unemployment can be thought of
as that part of measured unemployment under prosperous economic condi-
tions which is not in fact a waste of human resources but rather a necessity
if people are to find their most effective and profitable employment. In
the labor market, as in most other markets, there is always some unsatisfieddemand and some available supply at the equilibrium price . Thus in markets
for products, sellers maintain inventories of unsold goods and buyers who
wish to make a purchase often shop for some time before they arc satis fi ed
that a particular article is the best they can get for the price . Similarly,
in the housing market at any point of time some apartments are vacant and
some potential tenants arc searching for an apartment of the kind they
want at a price they arc prepared to pay. In labor markets when overalldemand and supply arc approximately in balance, there will be some uncm-
ployment which fulfills an analogous function . The typical job-seeker, rather
than take the first job that comes along, will find it to his advantage to takesome time to find a reasonably suitable opening . Although some job-scekcrsalready have an existing job, many others (including new entrants into the
labor force) do not, and hencc arc classificd as unemployed .
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A second kind of unemployment which may exist even under "full em-
ployment" demand conditions can be thought of as arising from forces on
the supply side of the market, although the determination of wages or un-
employment necessarily involves both supply and demand factors . There
may be jobs or potential jobs available for which unemployed people in
the area are qualified, but they may choose not to take these jobs at the
particular wage levels offered . This means that their supply price for certain
jobs is above the wage offered . There are many reasons why this might
be the case. Numerous individuals, including many young people, some
housewives and some approaching retirement, have only a marginal attach-
ment to the labor force and will choose to work only if labor market condi-
tions are particularly favorable . With the existing levels of unemployment
insurance benefits, any increased earnings from holding a job may not bethought worth the effort. The same will be true of some recipients of public
welfare payments who may also lack the motivation and work habits of
the regularly employed. There are also many unemployed persons whose
decision to accept a job is affected by the size of their own accumulated
resources or their access to sources of support from their families or others .

In all such cases, it could be argued that the resulting reservation price
unemployment is not "involuntary" since the individuals concerned choose
not to work at the current money wage available . It is not a matter of their
being unable to find any type of work because of some form of job rationing.Many of these people do, however, turn up in the unemployment figures .
In response to an inquiry as to whether they are looking for work some
may well respond in the affirmative, since they arc looking for work in the
sense that they would accept a job if the pay were sufficiently high . Seasonal
unemployment, for example, involves individuals who expect to be uncm-
ployed more or less regularly, but who can also look forward to future
seasonal employment and thus arc unprepared either to accept low-paying
temporary jobs or to move to another labor market .

This explanation in terms of the supply price for labor services can also
be applied to the unemployment which arises from inadequate mobility . If
there are qualified unemployed persons in one part of the country and jobs
available in another, the economic explanation for people choosing to remain
wholly or partially unemployed is that the wage required to attract the sup-ply of labor to the new location and fully compensate for any costs or other
disadvantages involved is above the wage being offered .

A third kind of unemployment which may exist even under "full employ-
ment" demand conditions is attributable to what we have described as "jobrationing" ; that is, a situation in which unemployed suppliers of labor arc
willing to accept work at the going wage, but there is a limited demand for
their services. When an excess supply of labor develops, firms will be in a
position to reduce the rate of increase in the wages they pay, but they may
nevertheless choose to continue offering wage increases larger than would be
required to maintain their dcsircd work force . We have argued that suc h
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behavior is profitable for the employer if it lowers the average wage he has
to pay over the longer run for a given quality of labor . Since job rationing
implies an excess supply of labor willing to take employment at existing rates
of increase in wage levels, it might be supposed that the involuntary unem-
ployment created in this way could be eliminated by expanding demand
without raising the rate of wage increase . Unfortunately, this is not so.

One reason for this is the degree of dispersion in the labor market condi-
tions confronting particular employers at any point of time . We have already
discussed chronic regional disparities in unemployment, but even in parts of
the country in which there is a reasonable overall balance between labor
demand and supply, conditions in particular sub-areas of the labor market
will show a good deal of diversity. This is partly the result of continuous
shifts in the demand for the final output of particular firms or industries
arising from changes in taste, new commodities, changing techniques of pro-
duction and new sources of competition . It is also partly the result of changes
on the supply side of the labor market as the number and skill of people
seeking work in particular occupations vary over time .

These fluctuations in demand and supply in different labor markets cannot
be offset completely by geographical or occupational shifts except over the
long run. This means that even with a steady average rate of wage increase,
some labor markets will be in balance, some will be characterized by excess
demand and some by excess supply . One implication of our earlier analysis
which suggested the likelihood of asymmetrical wage responses as between
tight and slack labor markets is that a larger proportion of the labor force
will be found in excess supply markets than in excess demand markets .

Long-term understandings between employers and employees will not pre-
vent firms from offering larger wage increases when their labor market
tightens, but they may well restrain firms from offering much smaller wage
increases even after they have come to recognize that they could do so with-
out an excessive loss of employees . Thus, a given degree of slackening of
demand pressure in a particular labor market will lead to a smaller reduction
in the size of the wage increases o ffered than a corresponding degree of
tightening in another market will produce in terms of enlargement of wage
increases .

To offset this asymmetry of wage response and to maintain a stable overall
average rate of wage increase, there must be more workers involuntarily
unemployed by job rationing in the abnormally slack labor markets than the
numbcr who arc temporarily drawn into employment in the abnormally tight
markets through any consequent reduction in search or rese rvation price
unemployment . The greater the dispersion in labor market conditions the
greater will be the extent of involunta ry unemployment due to such job
rationing.

With continual demand fluctuations in individual markets there will be
other sources of job rationing in those markets which have an excess supply
of labor. Unions in such markets will have established a pattern of wage rat e
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increases which sets a minimum for particular firm ,s . Thus, while particular
employers might find it profitable to take on additional workers at a lower
wage, they are not free to do so . The same result can follow from the exis-
tence of legal minimum wages . If the minimum wages that employers in a
particular labor market are permitted to offer are higher than the value to
these firms of some of the workers available, there will be job rationing within
that labor market and hence some involuntary unemployment .

It should not be inferred that an unemployed person is unemployed for
only one of the reasons set forth above . For example, he may at one and
the same time be barred from work by one or more of the different forms
of job rationing described above, but also unprepared to accept a job
which pays less than he is accustomed to receiving or unwilling to accept
the economic and non-economic costs of moving to another location . The
terms "search", "job rationing", and "reservation price" unemployment are
only labels helping to clarify and classify the various mechanisms which
give rise to the level of unemployment recorded under the overall demand
conditions we have defined as those of "full employment" .

How Unemployment Responds to Changes it? Deman d

Having analysed the various forces which generate a certain level of
unemployment under aggregate demand conditions consistent with $table
rates of increase in wages and prices, we now turn to what happens when-
starting from such a position-the rate of demand expansion accelerates .
It will be argued that such an acceleration of demand growth will produce
a trade-off between less unemployment and higher rates of increase of wages
and prices, but that in principle this trade-off should be only a transitory
phenomenon . Eventually, the rates at which wages and prices are rising
should tend to stabilize at some new, higher level with no lasting reduction
in the original level of unemployment . If, on the other hand, the starting
situation were one of less than "full employment", then an expansion of
demand could lead to a rise in employment which would not be eroded by
consequential effects on wage and price trends . '

I The analysis which follows focuses on the wage and employment responses in the labor
market to an increase in the rate of growth of demand for output . The process of adjustment
in the labor market is, of course, merely one aspect of the cconomy*s total response to a
disturbance of this kind . The nature of the parallel process of adjustment occurring in the
product market is described and analyzed in Chapters I and M. Briefly, the initial response
in the product market is a specding up of output and productivity growth which slows
the rise in unit labor costs and enlarges profit margins . ne increased demand for labor
is of course derived from the increased demand for output . In time the surge of output and
employment growth raises operating rates to unusually high levels in relation to capacity
and reduces unemployment to unusually low levels . This means that the rates of growth
of output and productivity must necessarily slacken . while the rate of increase of pric" will
speed up in response both to the tightening of product markets and to the upward Surge in
unit labor costs. ne latter phenomenon, of course . results from the combination of larger
increases in wage rates and smaller productivity gains . and its normal consequence at this
stage of the economic expansion is a progressive contraction of profit margins in spite of
sharply rising prices .
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This can be seen by considering the effects on a "fully employed"
economy of a speeding up of demand expansion from a rate consistent
with steady growth in money wages at, say, five per cent a year to a rate
which would be consistent with steady growth in wages at eight per cent
a year. In those labor markets which are in balance or in which there is
excess demand, existing rates of wage increase will tend to rise. This will
lead to some reduction in both search and reservation price unemployment,

since potential employees will not immediately foresee that these stepped-
up increases in their money wages are merely a reflection of a more rapid

inflation of costs and prices generally and hence will not mean correspond-
ingly larger increases in their real wages .

Since all employers in the tight labor markets will be stepping up their
wage offers at the same time, they will not succeed in attracting as many
new employees as they had expected . They will, therefore, tend to raise
their wage offers even higher, and this may further reduce the amount of
search and reservation price unemployment . In time, however, those who
are searching for employment will come to realize that the level of nominal
demand throughout the labor market is increasing at a faster rate . They
will raise their acceptance wage, and the level of search unemployment
will rise . If this more rapid rate of demand expansion were maintained, the
average acceptance wage should eventually rise by the additional three
per cent a year which employers could now afford to pay under these
demand conditions . Search unemployment would thus rise again to the
same level that existed before the growth of demand accelerated .

On the other hand, in those labor markets characte rized by involuntary
unemployment due to job rationing, a somewhat different result seems
likely. With demand increasing more rapidly, jobs will emerge for many
of those who would have taken work had it been available when money
wages were rising at their original rate . As markets move from excess
supply and job rationing to conditions of excess demand, wage increases
in these markets will become larger . Some markets, however, may remain
in excess supply even when overall demand is growing more rapidly . Others
may move into an excess supply situation due to adverse shifts in the demand
for their output which run counter to the general forces of expansion . The
speed of the process of wage and employment adjustment in these slack
labor markets depends on the reaction of employers, unions and govern-
ments. To the extent that employers facing depressed demand conditions
follow a policy of offering their existing employees something like the
going wage increase even when this may not be necessary in terms of their
own immediate staffing requirements, their wage increases will tend to move
up in line with those in the excess demand markets . To the extent that
unions operating in these slack labor markets also manage to keep the
wages of their members rising more or less in line with average wages
elsewhere, and to the extent that governments also take steps to kee p
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minimum wages in line with the faster average rates of increase in wages
and prices, then the degree of job rationing in the economy will in time be

restored to its original level .
Some of those who are continuously or intermittently unemployed be-

cause their reservation price is above the wage levels currently being offered
will be drawn into employment when the rate of demand expansion rises,
since some employers will be prepared to make offers at or above their

reservation price . But to the extent that larger price increases cut back the
increase in real wages, and to the extent that increases in unemployment
insurance benefits, welfare payments or the support provided from private
sources also rise in line with price and wage increases, these reservation

prices will tend to be raised correspondingly . Thus the amount of reservation

price unemployment will tend to move back up to its original level .

A View of the Trade-o$

This analysis is illustrated in Figure 12, in which percentage unemploy-
ment of the labor force is measured along the horizontal axis and percentage

wage increases on the vertical axis . The trade-off zone A-A' shows the

short-run reaction to a change in the rate of demand growth starting from
point C, within the "full employment" zone, with a stable rate of increase
in money wages and a range of unemployment around point M . B-B' shows

a new trade-off relationship when the economy has fully adjusted to an in-
creased rate of demand expansion and the resulting higher rate of inflation .

Our analysis suggests that any particular trade-off zone is essentially
ephemeral except at points around the "full employment" rate-the zone
referred to earlier as the "critical range" of unemployment. Thus the

point D represents the initial reaction of wage increases and unemployment
to a speeding up of demand growth starting from an initial point around C .

Thus, if faster demand growth reduces unemployment to a level such as D,
the average rate of wage increase will begin to rise, and it will continue
rising so long as unemployment remains below the critical range . Once

adjustment to these more rapid rates of demand growth and inflation has
occurred, the economy will tend to move to a point such as E, with
roughly the same level of unemployment as at C, but with more rapidly

rising wage and price levels .

There wi ll, of course, be differences of view about how closely, in the

real world, the unemployment rate at point E will approximate that at
point C, and about the probable length of the time period involved in

arriving at point E. Recent experience in North America appears to have

had the predictable consequence of making people sufficiently alert to the

prospects of inflation to make it likely that the movement to a point such

as E would occur fairly rapidly . Different opinions continue to be held on

this issue and the evidence is not clear enough to justify a dogmatic position .

Unless, however, a strong case could be made that under present-day
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circumstances point E could be expected to remain significantly to theleft of C for a substantial period of time, the basic conclusions of the
analysis presented here would be essentially the same.

If now an attempt were made to restore the rates of wage and priceincrease experienced at point C by reducing the rate of demand expansion,the short-run reaction would be to carry the economy to a point such as F,
with substantially higher unemployment but only a limited reduction in
rates of price and wage increase . If this slower rate of demand expansion
were maintained for long enough, further adjustments could be expected
to take place and the economy would be brought back to the neighborhoodof point C with a trade-off zone somewhat similar to that in the originalsituation . The extent and duration of the unemployment which might result
from attempting to bring about a change of this kind through demand
policies alone is what led us to the view that in certain circumstances
temporary price and wage controls could play a useful role as a supplement
to demand management.

It will be evident to professional readers that the analysis we have made
of the trade-off has much in common with what is frequently called the
Friedman-Phclps view of the process . On the other hand, it will also beevident that in trying to relate the observed response of the economy to
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the behavior of individual economic units we have profitted from a variety
of other analyses of the processes involved, including those of Abba Lerner

and others, and the views put forward by James Tob971n Indeed
, presidential

we
address to the American Economic Association in

very conscious of the fact that we have been working in an area in which
economic experience is continually providing fresh evidence, and in which
professional economists in a number of countries are continuing to alter
the way in which this and earlier evidence is interpreted .

In our view it seems doubtful that it is possible to achieve any significant
long-run output or employment gains by attempting to run an economy
below its critical range of unemployment through techniques of demand

expansion. Indeed, as we shall be arguing below, subsequent attempts to
check the inflation by restraining the growth of demand are almost certain
to result in larger losses of output and employment than were gained initially .

If, on the other hand, effective steps are never taken to check progressively
mounting inflation, it is difficult to see what is to prevent the whole process
from becoming cumulative and, in the end, explosive . Nevertheless, the no-

tion of a trade-off between the cost of inflation and the cost of unemploy-
ment is still so widely discussed that a brief commentary on possible gains

and losses may be useful .

The Possible Output Gains Bought by Inflatio n
One of the main arguments advanced on behalf of a policy of rapid

demand expansion in pursuit of unemployment targets which are incompat-
ible with price stability is that a less stimulative demand strategy would
involve operating the economy well below its "potential" level of real output

and longer-term growth . The magnitude of any such foregone output and

growth, however, appears to be much smaller than it is often alleged to be .

Any calculation of the economy's "potential" output is bound to be rather

arbitrary. Historically, output statistics have shown substantial fluctuations

only partly related to the quantity of inputs employed= . Substantial ambiguity

is introduced into the calculation because of the need to make rather
arbitrary assumptions about the levels of resource utilization at which the

economy can operate on a sustained basis . How serious these problems are

depends on the use made of the "potential" series .

It is clearly useful to be able to compare the rate of output growth
actually being experienced with an estimate of the maximum long-run or
"potential" rate of output growth that the economy seems able to sustain at
a constant level of utilization of its growing productive resources. This

allows one to judge whether the intensity of use of the economy's manpower
and other resources implied by its current rate of output is above or below

what might be feasible over the longer term . For establishing the trend rate

of growth of capacity output, it matters little what method of calculating
potential is used or what unemployment rate is taken to represent a sustain-

$ Output data are not completely reliable, and input data even less so .
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able level of manpower utilization, since the calculated trend is not sensitive
to these bench-marks .

For many purposes, however, reliable estimates of the level of potential
output are needed as well as estimates of its trend rate of growth over time .
This is particularly the case when the size of the "gap" or short-fall between
actual and potential output is the focus of attention. It is also the case when
estimates of potential output are used in calculating "full-employment"
budgets for fiscal policy evaluation .

It might appear fairly simple to determine what difference a change in

assumptions would make to the level of potential output . For example, if
potential output were calculated at a four per cent level of unemployment
rather than a five per cent level, it would seem fairly obvious that the addi-
tional workers drawn into employment would, in general, be less well-

educated, less skilled and less productive than the labor force as a whole .
The difference in potential output arising from this change in assumptions
could thus be expected to be something less than one per cent .

From the very large numbers which are advanced as representing the
short-fall from "potential" output at levels of unemployment above four or
five per cent, it will be obvious that this is not the way in which such
calculations are made . From the analysis in Chapter I it will be recalled that
short-run fluctuations in demand lead to significant short-run changes in
output and productivity . In addition, a substantial increase in the rate of
demand expansion is normally accompanied by an increase in inputs of labor
considerably greater than the reduction in measured unemployment, including
a higher proportion of the working age population in the labor force and
increased overtime working.

The variations in average productivity that accompany fluctuations in
economic activity arise primarily from variations in the intensity of work
being performed . When output falls off from a high level, not only does
unemployment rise but substantial under-employment of the existing work
force also develops throughout industry . In addition to lay-offs of workers
and failure to hire replacements for those who leave voluntarily, many work-
ers who remain on the payroll work less intensively than usual . In many
cases it does not pay to let employees go when times are slack if it is
expected that they will be needed again before too long, or if this will
seriously affect the continuing relationship between the employer and his
employees . Hiring is far from costless, and there are advantages in retaining
employees who are familiar with their jobs and whose abilities and limita-
tions are known to the employer . It is often the case that to cut down staff
in response to a temporary decline in demand would require a reorganization
of the workload which is neither costiess nor easy . Thus when output de-
clines, employment does not decline in proportion . When output picks up
again, much of the increased demand for labor is met through more intense
working of existing staff whose services were not being utilized fully during
the period of slack demand .
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This mechanism, however, is unlikely to work more than temporarily,
especially when output surges ahead from levels which are already high . Any
organization has some scope for achieving unusually high levels of utilization
of its productive resources and manpower for short periods . On a temporary
basis, employees may be willing to work harder than usual and for longer
hours, and jobs of a routine or maintenance nature can be put off for a time
until the pressure eases . In consequence, a relatively large increase in output
may be achieved temporarily with little increase in employment . It is very
unlikely, however, that this can be maintained for long . While people will
put unusual exertion into their jobs for a while to meet unusual circum-
stances, they cannot be expected to do so indefinitely . The tasks which have
been postponed will pile up and become pressing . These considerations
suggest that the short-run relationship between changes in output and changes
in employment may be very misleading as a guide to the longer-term pos-
sibilities for productivity improvement in the economy .

It is less obvious what longer-term effects an unusually low unemployment
rate will have on the size of the labor force and on the average number of
hours worked per week . The argument made earlier about the effects of
stepped-up demand growth on reservation price unemployment is relevant
here. Some of those outside the labor force will be prepared to enter the
market if increased demand makes it possible for employers to meet their
reservation price, while others will be prepared, at least for a period, to
work overtime. This too may turn out to be only a temporary source of
increased output as the balance between work and leisure comes to be
decided on the basis of longer-term considerations3.

While it has long been recognized that relatively large short-run output
gains can be realized by increasing the rate of demand expansion, much of
the attention given to this phenomenon stems from some work done by
Arthur Okun a few years ago as a staff member of the Council of Economic
Advisers, of which he was later the Chairman . The short-run relationship
found to have held true in the past for the U.S . economy, sometimes re-
ferred to as "Okun's law", is that an output change amounting to a little
more than three per cent has typically been associated with a change in
employment of one per cent . Over half of such an increase in output comes
from increased participation rates and hours of work, and a bit less than half
from the changes in work intensity discussed above.

Okun has recognized, however, that the kind of multiple output gain he
measured is a short-term one, and that the longer-term difference in output
levels resulting from operating the economy at one level of unemployment
rather than another will not reflect the special factors at work in the short
run . As indicated above, economic logic suggests that over the longer term
a difference of one per cent in the unemployment rate should make a dif-

2 If it were to turn out that some increase in participation rates and hours of work
persisted over a number of years as a result of lower unemployment rates, any gain in output
would have to be weighed against the real costs of additional work .
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ference of less than one per cent in output . Some econometric work done
by the Commission produced results which, though far f rom conclusive

evidence that this hypothesis is the correct one, were nevertheless consistent
with it. Thus, in terms of foregone output, the cost of avoiding accelerating

inflation may well be proportionately less than the cost in terms of fore-

gone employment, not more .

The Costs of Inflatio n

Turning now to the costs of inflation, it has been our view that the prin-
cipal and often overlooked cost which results from allowing inflation to take
hold is the cost of bringing it under control again4 . In discussing the other
costs of inflation we have found it useful to make a distinction between

anticipated and unanticipated inflation .

Many of those who argue that inflation is relatively harmless have in mind
an inflation which is largely or wholly anticipated . In this type of inflation,
wage and salary increases, pensions, interest rates and all other money pay-
ments would soon come to be fully adjusted to the expected rate of inflation,
and the economy would perform much as it would under conditions of reas-
onable price stability. Even in this highly abstract world there are a few costs .
Unless the anticipated (and actual) rate of inflation in country A is exactly
the same as that in the rest of the world, a flexible exchange rate which
smoothly adjusts to any such differences is required if misallocation of re-
sources is to be avoided . Similarly, certain costs are necessarily involved in
making upward adjustments in all prices as required. Finally, if demand
deposits and currency bear no interest, there will be an incentive to econo-
mize on money holdings and this will involve a cost to society5 . All of these

' This point is discussed at some length in the Summary Report .
° In our view the question of the costs to society of the reduction in money holdings

resulting from a fully anticipated inflation is of interest only to those with a fascination for
theoretical niceties . We have suggested elsewhere that with a little institutional change and a
bit of ingenuity most of such costs could be avoided . Not only could interest be paid on
demand deposits, but it might also be possible to provide a form of interest payment on
currency holdings . Once a year (or more often) there could be a revaluation day (set by the
authorities without prior public notice) at which last year's currency was declared to have a
value "x" per cent higher than this year's currency and could be exchanged on these terms .
A different colored currency could then be issued and the whole process begun again . Thus
at any point of time there might be two types of currency outstanding, the older one carrying
a premium in terms of current purchasing power . Canadian cashiers who regularly have
to deal in both U .S . and Canadian dollars at changing rates of exchange should be able
to adapt to such a system without undue difficulty . Since there are some students of inflation
who continue to regard this as a serious problem, it might be pointed out that a correction
should be made in Professor Grant L . Reuber's widely used estimate of this cost for the
Canadian economy published in his article, "The Objectives of Canadian Monetary Policy . . :",
Journal of Political Economy, 72 :109-132, April 1964 . In the course of reviewing the literature
on this subject, Professor Donald Gordon was struck by the inordinate size of Reuber's
estimate, and when a recalculation was made it appeared that a decimal point had been dis-
placed . Thus, the estimate of an efficiency cost of 2 .3 per cent of national income for a
rate of correctly anticipated inflation of four per cent should read 0 .23 per cent of national
income, and a similar adjustment should be made to all the other estimates shown in Table 7 .
Professor Rcuber has agreed that an error of this kind was apparently made .
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costs are relatively minor, and a case can be made that a fully anticipated
inflation at some rate "x" would produce virtually identical results in terms
of real income and its distribution regardless of the size of "x" . Since a

steady 50 per cent rate of inflation would seem as difficult to maintain as a
two per cent rate, virtually all countries of the world which have shown some
ability to control their rate of inflation have in fact opted for a low figure .

As a practical matter, therefore, the choice seems to be between reasonable
price stability and varying rates of unanticipated inflation . This is the kind

of inflation which most people have in mind when they talk of the advantages
of seizing any short-term gains in output and employment from a rise in
demand which leads to unanticipated increases in prices and money incomes .

It is generally conceded that any gains of this kind should be balanced off
against the arbitrary redistribution of income and wealth which results, as
well as such losses as arise from the disruption of financial markets, the
effects of increased uncertainty on the allocation of resources, the time and
effort required to hedge against inflationary developments and, more gene-
rally, the social unrest which results from the struggle to avoid falling behind

in the process .
This way of looking at the trade-off, however, ignores the costs of restoring

the situation as it was prior to the inflationary outbreak . In effect, it assumes

that changes in the rate of inflation will all be in one direction . Such an

assumption raises problems which are frequently disregarded . We have

argued earlier that people are able to learn from their experience of more
rapid inflation and to adjust their expectations and behavior accordingly .

If rates of change in the price level moved in only one direction, however,
it is difficult to see why the public would not soon form expectations about
the future rate of change in these rates of change . Experience suggests that

there would be lags in the adjustment process, and the game might go on
for some time before it developed an explosive character . Over the longer

run, however, a policy of this kind would seem to involve increasingly

intractable problems.

What has happened in the past in Canada is that on occasions when un-
anticipated inflation has been allowed to develop from an overshoot of
demand, a subsequent attempt has always been made to bring the price level
back under control by moderating the growth of demand . Our analysis of

the response of the economy to demand changes of this kind it that any
short-run output and employment gains achieved when more rapid inflation
takes people by surprise are likely to be more than offset by the losses of
output and employment required to reverse the process . When to the direct

output losses of changes of this kind in both directions are added the
disruptive effects on income distribution and the allocation of resources, a
strong case can be made for avoiding the entire process .

This concludes our discussion of the causes, processes and consequences

of inflation. On numerous occasions in the course of this study we hav e
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pointed out that reliable knowledge about many important aspects of the
inflationary process must await the availability of more adequate statisticalinformation. A number of recommendations to help in meeting this need
will be found in Appendix A . Our view of the role of demand management
and of the available policy choices which emerge from our analysis of
recent inflation will be found in the Summary Report, which is reproduced
as Appendix B of this volume .
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APPENDIX A

DATA NEEDED FOR THE STUDY OF INFLATION

It is tempting to compile a long list of recommendations for expanding or
improving the available supply of economic data in many areas relevant
to our work. We are, however, very much aware that attempts to satisfy
the demand for more and better data involve costs as well as benefits, and
that in a world of scarce resources those who see particular needs for data
improvement are under some obligation to consider the feasibility of their
proposals and to order their priorities accordingly . Thus the discussion
which follows is focused almost exclusively on the supply of information
for analyzing and interpreting changes in unemployment, related aspects of
labor market conditions such as job turnover and vacancies, and rates of
employee compensation . In view of the central role played by the processes
of wages and salary determination in the labor market in the preceding
analysis of inflation, the reasons for our concentration on this particular
area of data requirements will be readily apparent .

Few aggregate numbers have as great an influence on economic policy
or attract as much public attention as the national average unemployment
rate. The experience of recent years suggests that attempts in the past to
reduce the unemployment rate much below some critical range by stimulat-
ing the growth of aggregate demand have produced tighter product and
labor markets than were compatible with the maintenance of stable rates
of increase in average p rice and cost levels . At what levels of unemployment
this critical range was encountered can only be inferred from indirect
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evidence, and the critical range may well have altered in recent years in
response to changing rates of external inflation and changes in the economy .
Thus, for example, more generous unemployment insurance benefits may
have tended to raise it while other policies, such as manpower training and
regional economic expansion, have probably tended to lower it .

Nevertheless, in the formulation of economic policy it is clearly important
to have a realistic view, based on reliable evidence, of the approximate
degree of tightness in product and labor markets likely to be compatible with
reasonably stable rates of change in prices and costs . The level of the
national unemployment rate is far from being the best possible indicator
of the overall degree of tightness in these markets, but to the extent that
it is used for this purpose, reliable inferences are unlikely to be drawn
without an extensive and detailed knowledge of the composition of this
aggregate number and of the variety of changing influences that it may
reflect. There can be little doubt that from this point of view the existing
supply of information is far from adequate for reliable interpretation of the
meaning of any particular national unemployment rate .

It is also clear that the kinds of unemployment experience which are
lumped together in an aggregate measure of this kind differ widely both in
terms of the degree of hardship they involve for the individuals concerned
and in terms of how these particular individuals came to be counted as
unemployed. At the one extreme, for example, some proportion of measured
unemployment is accounted for by mature individuals with families to sup-
port whose periods of unemployment are frequent or of long duration, and
who have little in the way of savings or alternative sources of income on
which they can draw . We know very little about how large a group this is,
or about the prior or subsequent employment experience of its members,
or about the personal and sociological aspects of their predicament and its
possible solution .

At the other extreme are those for whom becoming classified as unem-
ployed for relatively brief periods is, in some degree, a matter of choice
involving little serious hardship . Many examples come to mind-those whose
occupations traditionally involve seasonal or intermittent lay-offs, those
with a weak or intermittent interest in employment who have other sources
of income and other activities to pursue, those who leave their jobs
voluntarily to look for more congenial employment, and those who feel
they are better off to remain unemployed rather than take currently available
employment at going rates of pay .

Between these two extremes, of course, there are other and different
types of unemployment . In general, however, our knowledge of the various
categories of unemployment which make up the total in particular regions
of Canada and in the country as a whole is far from adequate for an
understanding in any depth of the degree of hardship involved or of the
direction in which cfforts to deal with the problem are required .
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As things stand at present, the available statistics on national unemploy-
ment not only invite public misunderstanding but add to the difficulties of
conducting economic policy on a longer and more realistic view of our prob-
lems than is typically reflected in today's headlines .

In the Commission's view, therefore, a high priority should be given to
efforts to improve the supply of information about the many different in-
fluences reflected in the national unemployment rate and about the many
different kinds of unemployment experience concealed withiri this aggregate
measure .

Statistics Canada has already recommended a substantial increase in the
sample size of the existing Labor Force Survey and a considerable extension
of the range of information sought from respondents . There are a number
of additional techniques for obtaining such information which deserve con-
sideration . One might be to undertake a limited number of in-depth cross-
section studies of the differing backgrounds, immediate problems and subse-
quent experiences of a representative sample of those recorded as unemployed
as of particular survey dates . Considerably more information along these
lines might be obtainable through such channels as the Canada Manpower
Centres and the Unemployment Insurance Commission . Obviously, these
suggestions do not exhaust the list of possibilities . A study by a small tem-
porary task force of qualified persons with professional training in a number
of relevant areas might help to provide a better public understanding of the
nature of the unemployment problem in Canada .

Closely related to the need for better information about unemployment is
the need for better direct measures of the degree of tightness in labor markets .
The respective levels of unemployment and of job vacancies are at present
measured on the basis of very different criteria . Reliable measurement of job
vacancies requires that a vacancy meet very stringent conditions in order to
be counted as such. The result is that direct comparisons of the number of
vacancies and the number recorded as unemployed are quite misleading.
Interpretation of the vacancy data is also rendered unnecessarily difficult by
the absence of related data on job turnover. More detailed information on
unemployment together with the data now available from the Job Vacancy
Survey might usefully be supplemented by data on quits, separations for other
reasons, new hires, and related indicators of labor market conditions .

A third area in which better information would be extremely useful is that
of statistics on rates of employee compensation throughout the full range of
occupational levels . At present we lack indexes of the price of labor services
comparable in scope and quality with existing price indexes of various kinds .
Thus, for example, it would be most helpful to have indexes of straight-time
earnings corrected for interindustry shifts covering major sectors and regions
of the economy . Much of the information necessary for compiling such
indexes may already be collected from existing surveys, though perhaps not
in precisely the form required .
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The data presently available does not readily lend itself to meaningful com-
parison of levels of employee compensation as between union members and
unorganized workers in comparable occupational, industrial or skill cate-

gories . Useable data for this purpose would be of considerable analytical

value as well as of interest to the general public. The classification of wage

rate data along these lines should present no insurmountable problems . Data

permitting similar comparisons with regard to some of the more important
types of fringe benefits might also be feasible to compile, though the diffi-

culties involved would obviously be greater .
In this connection, it should be noted that at present the responsibility

for producing statistics with respect to rates of employee compensation is
shared by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of Labour. While a

strong case could be made for assigning the primary responsibility for the
production of wage and earnings statistics-like other basic economic data-
to Statistics Canada, there are obviously a number of important considera-

tions which argue against such a change. As a practical matter, the main

difficulties posed by the present division of responsibility would seem to be
capable of satisfactory solution if the activities of the two agencies in this
important area of economic statistics could be coordinated more closely than

at present .
In addition to the need for better wage and salary data is the related need

for more reliable measures of gross and net profits . Statistics Canada has

already provided the Commission with consistently defined data for the cal-
culation of income shares in the non-farm commercial sector of the economy .

These estimates might usefully be continued on a regular basis and extended
to other sectors as the necessary resources become available .

One specific area in which the Commission has been active in urging the
development of better information is that of planned construction outlays

classified by geographical area and by type of construction . Proposals along

these lines developed in cooperation with other bodies are outlined else-

wherel .

'•'Construction and Inflation~. Special Commission Report by G . V. Ilaythorne .
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PREFACE

The terms of reference set forth in the Order-in-Council under which we were
appointed in June 1969 were "to inquire into and report upon the causes,
processes and consequences of inflation and to inform those making current
price and income decisions, the general public and the Government on how price
stability may best be achieved" .

To complete this assignment we decided some time ago to make available a
summary version of our report intended for wide distribution, and a fuller
account directed to a smaller audience containing a more comprehensive and
technical analysis of the issues .

It was our intention to issue both the summa ry and the more detailed analysis
at the same time, but the task of putting the va rious documents into final form
for publication has turned out to be a more difficult and time-consuming process
than we had anticipated . To avoid delay, we are releasing the Summa ry Report
prior to the publication of the supporting mate rial and the research studies
prepared in the course of the Commission's investigations .

When the Commission held its first meeting on July 2, 1969, we were
temporarily housed in the noise and the dust of the old Union Station then in
the process of being reconstructed as a conference centre . Since then we have
found ourselves fairly continuously in the noise and the dust of controversy,
first, with the attempt to get general agreement on a price and income restraint
program; second, with the National Conference on Price Stability and the
resulting price restraint program ; third, with the announcement and application
of the six-per-cent wage and salary target ; and fourth, with the planning and
discussion of the possible use of mandatory controls .

The life of those concerned with incomes policy in other countries has never
been an easy one and we have been neither surprised nor embittered by the
events of the last three years . What has been particularly heartening is the help
we have received from a variety of sources. Throughout there has been a band of
interested people who have felt that some form of incomes policy may be
needed and they have always been ready to lend support . This is particularly
true of our own staff and former colleagues who, when things looked at their
worst, always showed at their best .



INTRODUCTION
AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

How to avoid drifting into increasingly severe and chronic inflation in the
pursuit of high levels of employment and income is one of the central questions
of economic policy of our time.

Throughout the post-war period, virtually every country in the western world
has found that as strongly rising demand carries output and employment to
progressively higher levels, a stage is reached where substantially larger and more
widespread price and cost increases are encountered . Once a marked escalation
of price and cost increases has occurred, it has rarely subsided in response to a
subsequent easing of demand pressures without a pronounced - or prolonged -
interruption of the rising trend of output and employment .

In his presidential address to the American Economic Association in
December 1971, Professor James Tobin remarked :

"Unemployment and inflation still preoccupy and perplex economists,
statesmen, journalists, housewives and everyone else . The connection
between them is the principal domestic economic burden of presidents and
prime ministers, and the major area of controversy and ignorance in
macro-economics ."

Our instructions "to inquire into . . . the causes, processes and consequences of
inflation" could thus be taken to be very broad indeed . Given the circumstanceswhich led to the establishment of the Commission, however, we have interpreted
our central task much more n:irro%iy . The Government appointed a Prices and
Incomes Commission because it had concluded in the White Paper, Policies for
Price Stability, issued in 1968 that the means available to it for influencing the
operation of the Canadian economy were not sufficient "to resolve the very real
conflict which exists at the present time between the objectives of maintaining
high-level employment and restoring the price stability that is necessary for
sustained economic growth" .

In this context it has seemed to us that our two main tasks were, first, to
"plain why in recent years inflation has persisted under conditions ordinarily
thought to indicate an absence of strong demand pressure on the economy and,
second, to consider what form of prices and incomes policy - if any - inight be
helpful inattempling to deal %ith the problem .
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The bare bones of the analysis of recent inflation and of the discussion of

po licy alte rnatives outlined in this Summary Report are as follows :

1 . The main factor which initiated the relatively rapid inflation of prices and
costs in Canada in the mid-1960s was a build-up of unusually strong demand

pressure on the economy's productive capaci ty and manpower resources. Strong

demand p ressures emerged earlier in Canada than in the United States - perhaps

as early as 1964 - and for some time the rise in Canadian p rices and costs was

sharper. We do not attach any great significance to the fact that this surge of

demand was led by exports, business investment, housing and other p rivate

outlays, while the main weight of sharply rising gove rnment expenditure came

later. Much of the dem and stimulus resulted from the re-pegging of the Canadian
dollar exchange rate in 1962 at a substantially reduced level, and from

expansionary fiscal and monetary policies in Canada . In modern societies
national gove rnments are responsible for the overall management of the

economy . In this sense, if an overshoot of demand is allowed to occur, the

responsibility must lie with the government . This remains true even though in
their conduct of economic policy governments cannot igno re the public mood

and social pressures of the time, and their freedom of action is limited by a wide
varie ty of practical constraints.

2. Although demand pressure on the Canadian economy moderated significantly
in 1966-67, the inflationary boom in the United States associated with rapidly

rising milita ry expenditu re helped to keep costs and p rices in Canada under

strong upward p ressure both directly and through demand channels until the end
of the decade. By late 1968, when inflation had already become deeply

entrenched, no conceivable way of managing demand remained open to the

autho ri ties for which public understanding or approval could be expected . An
attempt to protect employment levels would have meant passively accepting as a
new minimum the escalated rate of inflation which had emerged since 1966 .

Moderating the growth of demand in an attempt toresto re a greater degree of

price stability meant risking a pe riod of uncomfortably high unemployment .

It was not until 1970 that demand pressu re clearly ceased to be a factor in

the mo re buoyant regions of the country and unemployment rose to relatively

high levels . The slowdown in economic activity in Canada was, however,
somewhat less seve re than in the recessions of 1957-58 and 1960-61 . This is true
not only of the adverse impact on real output growth but also in terms of
unemployment . Thus, for example, the national unemployment rate for males
25 years of age and over averaged 6.8 per cent in 1958 and 7 .2 per cent in 1961 .

The corresponding rates for 1970 and 1971 we re 4.9 and S .2 per cent
respectively .

For a time Canada's price performance, particularly as reflected by the
Consumer Price Index, showed striking improvement . Much of this im-
provement, however, was due to a sharp tempora ry decline in food prices, a

substantial app reciation of Canada's exchange rate and the 1970 price restraint

program . Moreover, the average size of wage and sala ry increases has shown little
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decline, while average profit margins, which contracted over the pe riod 196470,
have since widened. Thus more recently prices have again been rising at a
substantial rate .

3 . In our view, the degree to which inflation has persisted under recent
conditions of slack demand pressure and abnormally high unemployment can be
explained largely in terms of lags in the response of costs and p rices to short-run
changes in demand, together with the existence of strongly held "inflationa ry
expectations" formed on the basis of expe rience du ring the prolonged
inflationa ry expansion of the 1960s .

Lags in the response to changes in economic conditions have long been
apparent in the process of wage and sala ry adjustment and, to a lesser degree, in
certain areas of p ricing behavior. There is considerable scope for the exercise of
disc re tiona ry judgment in the setting of wages and p rices in the short run . There is
also uncertainty about how to use this element of discretion to best advantage,
and a variety of delays in implementing decisions . Institutional developments inrecent years, such as the lengthening of union contracts and the increasing use of
comparative pay surveys as a pa rt of formal systems of personnel and pay
administration, may well have increased these response lags .

More importantly, the length and vigor of this latest round of inflation,
following as it did on an extended pe riod of economic expansion and an even
longer pe riod of upward creeping p rices, seem ve ry likely to have established
patte rns of wage and p rice setting behavior adapted to a substantial rate of
continuing inflation. In effect an "inflation factor" appea rs to be incorporated,
implicitly if not explicitly, in the setting of w ages and p rices and in the level of
interest rates.

Finally, the widely-held view that the dampening of the economic dimate was
the result of deliberate policy actions rather titan impersonal market forces, and
that adverse public reaction would p robably lead to their early reversal, provided
reasonable grounds for continuing to base wage and p rice decisions on
inflationa ry beliefs and patte rns of behavior .

4 . An important role in Canadian inflation is often att ributed to the
importation of inflation from the United States . It is easy to see the basis for
this belief. If-as h as been the case over much of our histo ry-the rate of
exchange between the currencies of the United States and Canada is maintained
at some fixed level, or a flexible rate is kept within nar row bounds, then over the
longer run the rate of inflation in Canada cannot differ greatly from that of the
United States. In the short run, ho wever, the direct effects of rising costs andprices in the United States arc only one of a number of influences affecting the
movement of overall cost and p rice levels in Canada .

Our reading of the evidence is that the broadly parallel movement of U .S . and
Canadian costs and p rices in recent years a rises less from di rect, rigid wage and
p rice links than from broadly parallel va riations in the degree of demand
p ressu re on capacity in both count ries . Both of these channels of influence a re
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re lated in tu rn to the pervasive impact on Canadian attitudes, behavior and

public policies of the vast array of information and opinion flows coming from

the United States . It is clear, however, that the degree to which Canada impo rted

inflation du ring the 1960s either directly through p ri ce and wage links, or

indirectly through demand, was more a consequence of Canada's exchange rate

policy than of foreign inflation as such .

5 . The "market power" of corporations, unions and other private groups is

often thought to be an independent source of p rice and cost inflation. The term

"market power" is an ambiguous one often combining elements of three related

notions: first, the existence of some degree of short-run discretion in wage an d

price setting ; second, monopoly power ; and third, the capaci ty of influential

inte rest groups to bring pressure to bear on governments.

We have already noted the importance of the scope that exists for disc re tion

in wage and price setting in our treatment of response lags and expections . We

would emphasize the fact, however, that discretiona ry behavior is by no mean s

confined to markets dominated by large firms or unions.

A second use of the term "market power" re fers to monopoly power, i .e., the

power to obtain a wage or charge a p rice higher than would p revail under

competitive conditions . It is not always recognized that monopoly power can

contribute to inflation only to the extent that it increases or is exe rcised more

effectively during the relevant period . The existence of a certain degree of

monopoly power can explain high p rices at a given level of demand, but not

rising pri ces .

We have found some examples of an increase in the extent and use of union

power in certain a reas of the economy in recent years, notably in the public

sector and construction . It is also evident that medical practitioners have

obtained large relative income gains associated with the spread of private medical

insurance plans and the subsequent introduction of publicly financed medical

programs . Opinions differ concern ing the effect of the 1967 Bank Act revision

on the position of the charte red banks and the extent of competition in financial

markets . The related question of whether the present deg ree of competition

found in Canadian financial markets can be regarded as adequate is a diffe rent

issue . Many members of the public are convinced that it is not, just as othe rs are

equally certain that some unions a re too powerful, or that the re is inadequate

control over the incomes of physicians and surgeons under existing medical

schemes . These questions, however, have more to do with whether certain p ri ces

or incomes are already too high than with the rate at which they a re rising .

It is sometimes thought that data on income shares provide support for the
belief that unions have been the root cause of recent inflation . It is true that

employee compensation accounts for a considerably higher proportion of net
national income today than it did in the early 1950s, but this seems to be largely

accounted for by the relative expansion of government and non-commercial
services and the relative decline in the number of self-employed proprietors of
farms and other unincorporated businesses . Indeed, it appears that over th e
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period as a whole since 1953, there has been little chang6 in the respective shares
of employee compensation and returns to capital in that part of the non-farm
economy which is organized on a commercial, profit-making basis . This, in itself,
proves little one way or the other about the validity of theories of cost-push in
which union power or corporate power plays a leading role . What is more
difficult for such theories to explain is the fact that over this period the income
shares of labor and capital respectively have gone through successive periods of
contraction as well as expansion in response to changes in the rate of growth of
demand. Thus, although labor's income share was on a rising trend from 1964 to1970, over the previous seven years it had been trending downward in the face
of a strong and sustained rise in the share claimed by profits and other returns tocapital.

Finally, the term "market power" is sometimes broadened to include the
capacity of influential interest groups to bring strong pressure to bear on
governments. The possibility cannot be ruled out that major changes in social
and political attitudes and in the balance of power among competing interest
groups are already occurring and may become increasingly important in this
country. Many informed observers argue that changes of this character in a
number of European countries have made possible the successful confrontation
of governments by powerful groups and led to intense pressure on the
authorities to use demand expansion to maintain employment and output in the
face of large cost and price increases . This has resulted in a much stronger
inflationary bias in public policies than in the past . At least as yet, recent
Canadian experience does not seem to us to provide conclusive evidence that
pressures of this kind on the conduct of public policy have become nearly as
strong as they are said to be in Europe.
6 . It is a disturbing observation that in the course of the expansion of the 1960s
the Canadian economy seems to have come under sufficient demand pressure to
generate serious cost and price problems when the national unemployment rate
was still as high as *1 to five per cent of the labor force . Several characteristics
of Canada's economic structure and labor markets may help to account for this
phenomenon . By comparison with most other countries, Canada has an
unusually large flow of young people joining the labor force who encounter
special difficulties in finding suitable permanent jobs, as well as a high
proportion of employees compared with the self-employed. High job turnover
rates and seasonality of employment are also found in Canadian labor markets .
It appears, however, that the most important and baffling dimension of
the problem has been the persistently uneven regional distribution of un-
employment in Canada .
7. Given the above analysis of the twin problems of inflation and un-
employment, there are several policy choices,open to Canada for the longer run
and the immediate future . One possibility is to accept a certain amount of
inflation-perhaps even a degree of inflation which becomes more severe and
chronic over time-as the necessary price for holding the level of unemployment
to a minimum . If successive escalations leading to progressively higher rates o f
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inflation are rejected, then any short-run employment and output gains

associated with an inflationary outbreak must be balanced not only against the

redistributive and other adverse effects of unanticipated inflation, but also
against the losses of output and employment and the associated distortions

entailed in reversing the process. Thus it seems clear that episodes of this kind

yield a net loss to the communi ty .

There is a comment in the Economic Report of the President of the United
States for 1971 which helps make the point :

"We have now come to see more vividly than ever before how long and

painful is the effort to halt the inflationa ry process once it has been let

loose. The avoidance of inflation is always, of course, an objective of
national policy, and was an objective in 1965-66 when the present episode

began. But this objective may not get its proper weight because of failure

to foresee the losses of output and employment that will later be entailed

in ending the inflation . Remembe ring the expe rience of 1969-71 should

help to correct this error."

8. We conclude that learning to live with inflation cannot be counted on to
enable the Canadian economy to operate on a sustainable basis at average rates
of national unemployment much lower than those expe rienced since the

mid-1950s. There remains the possibi lity of reducing the cri tical range of

unemployment at which cost and p rice increases tend to acce lerate by using

other means, such as manpower, reg ional economic expansion, selective demand,

ta riff and competition policies . By improving the adaptation of supply,

re-channeling the flow of demand or b ringing more domestic or fo re ign

competition to bear, such policies can, in principle, be expected to lower this

critical range of unemployment . Experimentation with some of these policies is
in an early stage and it is too early to judge with certain ty what can be
accomplished. It is, however, easy to under-estimate the difficulties and to fail to

recognize the practical constraints on gove rnment efforts along these lines .

Some economic policies and institutional influences, moreover, work in the
direction of increasing the range of unemployment at which cost and p ri ce

increases tend to accelerate. The strong political and institutional fo rces which

resist any widening of regional wage differentials operate in this direction, as do

more generous unemployment benefits and welfare payments, the rapid increase
of legal minimum wages, and the growing skepticism which has developed about
the work ethic with the continued rise of p rivate affluence .

In summa ry , given the intractability of the p roblem-particularly that part
arising from Canada's regional unemployment diffe rentials-a realistic appraisal

of all the facto rs at work suggests one should be cautious in assuming that it will
be at all easy to reduce the critical range of national unemployment at which
cost and p rice increases have tended to accelerate . hforeover, the possibility of

increasingly severe inflation will remain if the public and their elected
representatives take an over-optimistic view of the extent to which this c ri tical

range of unemployment has been reduced .
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9. If we reject more rapid inflation as only a temporary postponement of our
difficulties and recognize that supply and selective demand policies have
considerable limitations, we are left with two policy instruments for dealing with
the problem, general demand management and incomes policy . Demand
management must play the central role, but can it do the job alone? A case can

be made that if the growth of demand could be kept sufficiently steady, this
would go a long way toward meeting the problem . This is more easily said than
done. There are many sources of economic instability and there are serious
difficulties both of a technical and political nature which make it unlikely that
periodic undershoots or overshoots of demand can be avoided.

10. Throughout we have stressed the need for realism in assessing what
particular po licies might accomplish, and a sim ilar attitude is clearly required in
conside ring the possible usefulness of some form of incomes policy . For this
reason we concentrate on a full-fledged control system as the only form of
inte rvention likely to be effective enough to be worth attempting in the near
future. The control program undertaken in the United States du ring the last year
illustrates the general nature of such a system, and with certain exceptions is
broadly similar in its general approach to the kind of program which the
Commission was exploring with management, labor and government representa-
tives in 1969. With the recent practical expe rience g a ined in both count ries in
conducting an incomes policy, the prospects for a measure of cooperation
among p rivate groups and gove rnments in fashioning an effective control system
in Canada may now be more promising than on that occasion . In our view the
negative conclusion on the use of controls reached in 1971 by the Senate
Committee on National Finance resulted from a failure to recognize how narrow
the choi ces may have become .

The Commission's view that a temporary program of direct controls over
p rices, wages and other incomes could be helpful in ce rtain circumstances does
not arise from a belief that the root of the inflation-unemployment dilemma lies
in the ability of powerful unions and corporations to continue to push up costs
and p ri ces regardless of demand conditions . We do see se rious difficulties,
however, in t rying to ext ricate the economy from a major inflationary outbreak
originally generated by an overshoot of demand but persisting stubbo rn ly
because of widely held inflationary expectations and response lags .

In conjunction with policies aimed at creating and maintaining a more stable
demand envi ronment, tempora ry reso rt to cont ro ls offers a means of bringing
cost and p rice increases more promptly and reliably into line with the change in
demand conditions. This can speed up the process of adjustment and reduce the
transitional loss of jobs and output in bringing inflation under control . Even so,
the p rocess is unlikely to be quick or easy, and the results will not be lasting
unless inflationary expectations can be changed .

It may be t hat before long the march of events will b ring Canadians to the
view that se rious consideration should be given to a temporary p rogram of
controls . With this in mind, it has been the Commission's view that a group
should be retained within the gove rnment to continue work on these issues . On
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April 27, 1972, the Prime Minister announced the establishment of such a group
to carry on the work of contingency planning, to complete the editing and
publishing of the Commission's studies and to continue research on the role of
prices and incomes policy in dealing with inflation .

Two essential conditions must be satisfied for a temporary control program
to work effectively and then to be phased out with minimum risk of a renewed
outbreak of inflation. First, the public must be convinced that such measures are
necessary and that there exists on the part of governments a strong determina-
tion to make them operate as effectively and equitably as possible . Second,
governments must be prepared to demonstrate a resolve and capacity to
maintain relatively stable prices and costs over a sufficiently long time span,
embracing not only the control period but also its aftermath, to convince the
public that inflationary expectations and patterns of behavior are no longer
justified .

Unless demand is maintained at levels consistent with these objectives, then
either the control system will prove unworkable or its removal will lead to
renewed inflation . Given the uncertainties and lags in the response of market
demand to changes in demand management, this will not be easy to do .
European experience suggests, however, that if the control system breaks down
or wages and prices rise rapidly following the end of the program, it will
become difficult or impossible to enlist support for the use of incomes
policy in the future .

It is our view, therefore, that temporary price and income controls should
only be used as part of a longer-run policy aimed at maintaining underlying
demand conditions both during and after the control period consistent with the
target rates of increase in average price and income levels .
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ORIGINS OF RECENT

CANADIAN INFLATIO N

There is substantial agreement that the relatively rapid inflation of prices and
costs in Canada which began in the mid-1960s was initiated by a build-up of
unusually strong demand pressure on the economy's existing productive capacity
and manpower resources .

The degree of tightness which developed in product and labor markets was, of
course, much more pronounced in some areas of the economy th an in others,
and the demand pressures which caused this tightness were by no me ans entirely
of domestic origin . The effects of expansionary fiscal and moneta ry policies in
Canada in encouraging the growth of dem and were reinforced, in areas such as
exports and capital spending, by the spill-over effects of rising demand in the
United States where the pace of economic recove ry was also acqui ring increasing
momentum.

This stimulus from abroad was considerably amplified by the fact that the
exchange rate for the Canadian do llar had been re-pegged in May 1962 at a level
more than 10 per cent below its exte rnal value at the beginning of the decade .
To a limited extent this reduction in the exchange rate, supe rimposed on the
gradua lly rising trend of U.S . prices, generated immediate upward pressure on
overa ll p rice and cost levels in Canada even under the depressed market
conditions prevailing at the time . In addition to these effects, however, the
devaluation of the Canadian dollar opened up a wide range of profitable
oppo rtunities for Canadian suppliers of export and import-competing goods to
expand their share of domestic and foreign markets over subsequent years . Thus
Canadian exchange rate policy and economic developments abroad helped to
initiate the burst of inflation which eventua lly occurred both through direct
p rice effects and by adding to the build-up of demand pressures on Canadian
productive capacity .

We do not attach any great significance to the fact that this surge of demand
was led by exports, capital investment and consumer spending on new housing
and durable goods, while the main weight of sharply rising government
expenditures occurred later. Since governments are responsible for the overall
management of the economy, it is clear that they must bear the responsability
for permitting any overshoot of demand to occur regardless of the direct role o f
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government expenditure as such . We leave aside for the moment the question of
how and to what extent this overshoot of demand might have been avoided .

For the purposes of this report, it has seemed to us that a broad perspective
was called for in considering the past performance and future role of demand
management in relation to the problem of inflation . We have not attempted to
catalogue in detail the long chain of interrelated policy decisions taken over
recent years in the various areas of demand management - government
expenditure, taxation, the management of the public debt, monetary policy and
external financial policy . Such comments as we have to offer are concerned with
demand policy as a whole rather than with the detailed application of these
individual policy instruments . In this connection we shall have something to say
about the extent to which prevailing public attitudes and practical constraints on
the freedom of action of governments may have influenced policy decisions
during the 1960s .

Before discussing these broader matters, however, we concentrate our
analysis on the technical issues which have led to conflicting interpretations of
the nature of recent Canadian inflation .

The Canadian economy had begun its long climb out of severe recession in
the spring of 1961 . The subsequent rise in output and employment was
sufficiently vigorous to bring about a progressive reduction in the substantial
margin of slack which had developed in the economy at the turn of the decade .
By the end of 1963 the seasonally-adjusted national unemployment rate was
back down to five per cent of the labor force and still declining, profit margins
had risen sharply, exports were expanding rapidly and a strong upswing in
capital investment spending was under way .

Over the next three years the level of aggregate money expenditure in the
economy surged ahead at an average rate of more than 10 per cent annually .
Propelled by this stepped-up rate of demand expansion, exceptionally large gains
in output and employment were experienced, carrying the seasonally-adjusted
national unemployment rate down to the unusually low level of 31/2 per cent of
the labor force by the autumn of 1965 .

Up to this point price and wage levels had been rising at relatively low,
though gradually accelerating, rates . By the second half of 1965 this accelerating
trend was becoming quite pronounced . A marked escalation of interest rate
levels was also under way . In retrospect it seems clear that the pace of recovery
in Canada had failed to moderate in time to permit the economy to settle on a
sustainable growth path compatible with reasonable stability of tile price level .
Instead, the country found :tself caught up in a relatively severe outbreak of
inflation . By 1966 prices and wages in Canada were rising about twice as rapidly
as they had been rising only three years earlier .

Relatively rapid inflation continued to prevail in Canada from 1966 through
to the end of the decade . For a time during the second half of 1966 and the year
1967, national expenditure in money terms rose at a distinctly more moderate
rate. In due course this moderation of demand, together with a rise i n
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immigration and labor force participation, was reflected in a somewhat higher
national level of unemployment . Towards the end of 1967 the seasonally-
adjusted unemployment rate moved back up to four per cent of the labor force,
and during the next two years it fluctuated narrowly within the four to five per
cent range .

In the meantime, however, dem and expansion in Canada was showing
renewed vigor . In part this reflected the spil ling over of dem and pressures
generated in the booming U.S. economy. Sharply rising p rices in the United
States during this pe riod also contributed directly to the continued rapid rise of
costs and p rices in Canada . The fact that Canada's exchange rate continued to be
maintained at the fixed level established early in the decade was, of course, a
crucial element in the tr ansmission of these demand an d price pressures from
abroad .

In both countries, increasing concern about the intensity and momentum of
this prolonged outbreak of rapid inflation came to a head towards the end of
1968 and led to determined efforts in the course of the following year to come
to grips with the problem by moderating the growth of demand . In C anada, as in
the United States, the initial effect of these measures was a gradual slowing of
the rate of output growth, followed in the early months of 1970 by a marked
rise in the level of unemployment .

Although the rate of increase in the Canadian price level moderated in 1970
to a much greater degree than that of the United States, this was partly due to
tempora ry factors, including a price war among major retail food chains, a
significant appreciation of the exchange rate and the price restraint program
in effect at the time. In recent months most of the broad measures of
price change in Canada have again been indicating annual rates of increase
of more th an four per cent . The persistence of inflation in both coun-
tries has been particularly apparent in the trend of wage rates and sala ri es .
In Canada, average hourly rates in major collective agreements covering
unionized employees in industries other than construction continued to rise in
1971 by 7 .8 per cent annually over the life of these contracts - not much below
the average rate of increase expe rienced since 1966 .

There is room for differences of view about the approximate duration and
magnitude of the demand overshoot which resulted in the severe inflation of the
late 1960s . Since costs and prices in Canada did not begin to spurt ahead until
the national unemployment rate had fallen to around 31/2 per cent in late 1965,
and since the unemployment rate remained at this unusually low level only until
the end of 1966, some observers have concluded that the period of excess
demand was relatively brief and mild .

This seems a doubtful proposition . It is a well-established fact that the
response of costs and prices to changes in the degree of demand pressure is
normally subject to substantial time lags . These arise both from the time it takes
for people to recognize that market demand conditions have diverged in a major
way from what they had expected, and because of a variety of institutional
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practices, such as the existence of long-term contracts, which prevent rapid wage

and p rice adjustment .

Thus it can be argued that the accelerating rise of costs and prices which was

in evidence du ring the course of 1965 must have been a delayed response to

spreading excess demand conditions in product and labor markets which had

begun to build up a good deal ear lier, quite possibly as early as the first half of

1964, when the decline in the national unemployment rate had sti ll barely

carried it below the five-per-cent level .

It should be noted in this connection that unemployment in some of the
most populous and heavily industrialized parts of the country had already fallen

close to minimal levels by the early autumn of 1964 . In Ontario, for example,

average unemployment in 1964 and 1965 was 3 .2 per cent and 2 .6 per cent of

the labor force respectively, and was even lower du ring the summer and fall
months .

On this view of the matter, the bu ild-up of excess demand pressures in the

indust rial heartland of the economy may already have reached major propor-

tions by late 1965, when the upward surge of costs and p rices was just gaining

momentum .

While it is generally agreed that for some time now excess demand conditions
have been absent from Canada's labor and product markets, it is similarly an
open question for how long a period during the late 1960s costs and prices in
Canada continued to be exposed to appreciable demand pressure .

Those who find it difficult to believe that the Canadian economy can still be
subject to significant strain of this kind when the national level of unemploy-
ment rises much above four per cent of the labor force, take the view that
demand pressure cannot have been a factor in the situation since early 1967 . As

late as 1969, however, the monthly average unemployment rate in Ontario was

still only 3 .1 per cent . Thus it is by no means implausible that it was not until

early in 1970, when the national unemployment rate rose well above five per
cent, that demand pressure on costs and prices had unquestionably been
eliminated in the more buoyant regions of the country .

If this reading of events is the correct one, the implications are both puzzling

and disturbing. Why was the Canadian economy unable to operate for long at a

level of national unemployment much below five per cent of the labor force
without encountering a significant escalation of the pace of inflation? What

regional, institutional or other characteristics of our product and labor markets
could account for significant upward demand pressure on costs and prices at
such high national levels of unemployment and under-utilized productive

capacity?

We shall return to these questions later in this discussion . The point we wish

to emphasize at this stage is that, at least since 1969, it is generally agreed that

the degree to which inflation has persisted in this country cannot be explained
by the current pressure of demand on productive capacity or manpower

resources.
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WHY HAS INFLATION PERSISTED?

If the persistence of inflation is not due to the current pressure of demand on
the economy's productive capacity and manpower resources, what is the
explanation ?

We have already referred to the substantial time lags which normally occur in
the adjustment of wages and prices to changing demand conditions, whether the
rate of demand expansion is accelerating or decelerating . Particularly in past
business recessions, such as that of 1957-58, it has been widely noted that wage
and price-setting behavior is often slow to respond to chan ing market forces .91

In part this stickiness arises from the fact that in modem economies few
prices and even fewer wage rates fluctuate continuously in response to short-run
variations in the immediate balance between supply and demand in product or
labor markets . Instead, most adjustments in wage and price levels occur only
intermittently and by discrete steps, with the interval between successive
adjustments a rather lengthy one in many cases . 'Mis results in substantial timing
discrepancies between changes in market demand conditions and their eventual
impact on wage and price levels .

Underlying this readily apparent feature of wage and price behavior in
modem economies is the existence of considerable scope for the exercise of
discretionary judgment in the setting of wages and prices in the short run,
together with considerable uncertainty about how to use this element of
discretion to the best advantage . This helps to account for another and perhaps
even more important source of stickiness in the observed wage and price
response to recent changes in demand conditions - the phenomenon referred to,
for want of a better term, as the persistence of "inflationary expectations" . We
return to this topic later in this section .

There are not many markets in a modem economy where the timing and
magnitude of particular price and wage changes are entirely determined by
impersonal market forces with no role for individual judgment or customary
practices . The prices of some agricultural and other commodities are set in
organized competitive markets in which there are minute-to-minute or day-to-
day fluctuations in response to the impersonal forces of supply and demand .
Most prices, however, are not set in this way . The Commission's research ha s
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found a little evidence that larger firms respond more slowly than smaller ones
to changes in the rate of demand expansion and that firms in concentrated
industries appear more likely to be unresponsive to slackening demand

conditions . This evidence, however, is weak and inconclusive . Even in areas of

the economy where it would be difficult to argue that the sellers possess any
significant measure of monopoly power, there are clearly important elements of

discretion in price-setting .

It is hard to think of cases in modern labor markets where wages are

established through a continuous auction process . Such a labor market would be

one in which an unemployed person could turn up and by under-cutting the

offers of others obtain employment for an hour, day or week . It is particularly

obvious that where workers are unionized and collective agreements remain in

force over a period of years this is not the way the process works . The fact that

elements both of discretion and of monopoly power normally play a role in

establishing wage levels under collective agreements leads to the idea that
discretion and some degree of monopoly power are invariably found together .

With only about a third of the non-farm labor force members of recognized
unions, however, and relatively few markets for casual labor in which wages are
set by something like a continuous auction process, it is evident that a wide

range of wage and salary levels is determined under conditions where discretion
exists but employees have little if any monopoly power to push up wages .

There is, however, some indication that the timing of the response to changes
in economic conditions varies somewhat between union and non-union workers .

Given the existence of long-term union contracts it could be expected that the
prevailing wage rates of union members generally would respond rather more
slowly both to increases and to decreases in the rate of demand expansion than

those of non-union workers. Such evidence as is available in Canada is not

inconsistent with this hypothesis .

In recent years these response lags may well have lengthened appreciably as a
result of certain institutional developments, including the lengthening of
collective bargaining agreements, and the increased use of comparative wage
surveys associated with the spread of formal systems of personnel and pay

administration in both the union and non-union sectors.

In our view these response lags and the persistence of beliefs and patterns of
behavior formed on the basis of experience during the prolonged inflationary
expansion of the 1960s are almost certainly the dominant factors in explaining

recent wage and price trends .

Why should the current economic behavior of Canadians appear to be so

strongly influenced by a continuing belief that a substantial rate of inflation now
is a normal feature of economic life, and that any slackening of the pace of wage

and p rice increases is unlikely to amount to ve ry much or last for ve ry long?

Presumably the answer lies in past Canadian experience of inflation and of

the demand conditions which generated it . Canadians have witnessed an almost

uninterrupted rise in the price level since 1933, associated with a persisten t
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tendency for average wage and salary levels to rise more rapidly than the
underlying trend of productivity growth . Having experienced a persistent
decline in the value of money over such an extended pe riod, it should not be
surp rising that the public has come to expect it to continue . Some allowance for
an "inflation factor" now seems to be incorporated, implicitly if not explicitly,
in the trend of wages and p rices and in the level of interest rates whatever the
balance between deman d and supply in markets for labor, goods and se rvices, or
credit.

Thus what is now observed when demand and supply appear to be in
reasonable overall balance in the economy is a fairly steady positive rate of
change in the p rice level rather than a zero rate of change . Similarly, fluctuations
in the degree of demand pressure on capacity within the range of va riation
experienced in recent years have merely led to faster or slower rates of increase
in wages and p rices . An absolute year-to-year decline in the price level has rarely
been recorded in recent memo ry , even in prolonged periods of slack demand and
abnormally high unemployment .

There is reason to believe that the magnitude of the "inflation factor" built
into economic behavior patte rns in Canada has increased significantly in recent
years . Du ring the 1960s Canadi ans expe rienced almost a decade of unbroken
economic expansion, culminating in an unusually protracted and severe
inflation. Over a pe riod of several years du ring the 1960s, rates of increase in
wages and p rices substantially higher than in the past gradually came to be
regarded as normal and perhaps inevitable . A similar pattern of escalation can be
seen in rents, professional fees, property values an d interest rates .

In the market conditions created by a sustained surge of rapid demand
expansion, those who risk p ricing themselves out of their markets learn that the
normal economic penalties attached to such behavior rarely come into play at all
severely or for ve ry long. The usual consequences of an overly-rapid escalation of
costs and prices for the firm or indust ry concerned are to depress its sales
volume, squeeze profit margins, and force cutbacks of production, employment
and capital expansion programs . So long as market demand is kept expanding
rapidly enough, however, the operation of these mechanisms is, in large measure,
short-circuited .

Not only the unions, but also the firms that employ them, learn that
unusually large wage increases can in fact be afforded under such conditions .
The course of events proves to the union membership that aggressiveness in wage
matters pays off, and discredits those union leaders who take a more cautious
and moderate approach in bargaining . Executives who expose their company to
a costly strike rather than accept an "unreasonably high" settlement discover, in
retrospect, that the settlement was not greatly out of line after all . Similarly, it is
not merely that firms push up their prices rapidly, but also that their
customers - while complaining bitterly - prove by maintaining their scale of
purchases that the market can support price increases of this magnitude .

It should not be regarded as surprising, therefore, that the lessons learned and
patterns of behavior established over this lengthy period of buoyant demand an d
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severe inflation, have turned out to be highly resistalit to the slackening of
demand pressure which occurred in 1969-70 . The public's unwillingness to
believe that inflation was on the way out was reinforced, in this instance, by the
widely-held view that the dampening of the economic climate was the result of
deliberate policy actions rather than impersonal market forces . It was reasonable
to believe, therefore, that adverse public reaction n-dght well lead to an early
reversal of these efforts to restrain the growth of demand .

Although a learning process of the kind outlined above, based largely on
experience of demand conditions during the 1960s, would seem to go a long way
towards explaining current wage and price behavior, such a view is by no means
universally accepted as the only - or even the main - factor involved .

One popular explanation of contemporary inflation is the imported inflation
hypothesis. It is frequently argued that foreign inflation - especially inflation in
the United States - is bound to exert a dominant influence over the trend of
prices in Canada at all times, and that the persistence of inflation in this country
in recent years simply reflects the fact that the United States has continued to
experience rapid inflation .

Those who argue that the trend of prices and costs in Canada is largely
dependent on the trend of prices and costs in the United States base their case
mainly on the historical record of broadly parallel movements in the domestic
price levels of the two countries . This record is often interpreted as evidence that
U.S. price and cost changes exert a direct and dominant influence over the
behavior of Canadian prices and costs in the area of internationally-traded goods,
with stroni indirect "spill-over" effects on price and cost levels in other areas of
the Canadian economy .

It is pointed out that the rising prices of imported materials and components
enter directly into Canadian production costs, while Canadian suppliers of
import-competing goods and of export commodities may typically base their
own price increases on those of their foreign competitors . If such price increases
raise profit margins in export and import-competing industries in Canada, it is
argued that wage levels in these industries will come under upward pressure, with
indirect "spill-over" effects on wage and price levels elsewhere in the economy .

There are grounds for skepticism that this is in fact the principal mechanism
through which, in the short run, inflationary conditions in the United States
exert their impact on the trend of costs and prices in Canada .

Even in the limited area of intemationally-traded goods, it is clear that
Canadian producers do not necessarily, or automatically, raise their prices in
direct proportion to foreign price increases . In many instances they have instead
taken the opportunity to increase their market share at the expense of foreign
suppliers as, for example, Canadian steel producers appear to have done during
the 1960s.

Moreover, it is obvious that changes in the exchange rate for the Canadian
dollar must, in principle, greatly alter the impact of foreign price trends o n
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Canadian price movements . So far as its direct upward impact on the C anadian
p rice level is concerned, a sharp fall in the exchange rate should have much the
same effect as a sharp jump in the U .S . p ri ce level . Yet when allowance is made
for the major reduction in the level of the exchange rate which occurred in the
pe riod 1960-62, considerable difficulties arise in explaining why this did not lead
to a sharper divergence th an actually occurred between the overall price level in
Canada and that of the United States . Close direct links between the Canadi an
and foreign prices of many internationally-traded goods certainly do exist, but
the overall p rice levels of the two countries are not so rigidly linked. It is clear
that prices and costs in large areas of the Canadian economy such as
construction and services, which do not compete directly either in export
markets or with imports, respond only weakly and with long lags to the indirect
influence of changes in foreign p rices, foreign wages or the exchange rate .

The Commission's reading of the evidence is that the broadly para ll el
historical movement of prices in the two countries is not simply a matter of
direct price links, but perhaps even more a reflection of broadly parallel
variations over time in the degree of demand pressure on capacity in the two
count ri es . Growing demand pressure in the United States spurs Canadi an exports
and capital investment and thus generates intensified pressure on Canadian
productive resources . If, at the same time, it is regarded as an important object
of Canadi an policy to resist upward or downward pressure on the existing level
of the exchange rate, the pursuit of an expansionary monetary policy in the
United States in such circumstances may make it difficult for the Canadi an
monetary authorities to follow a substantially less expansionary policy in this
country .

Thus, the emergence of strong demand pressures in the United States leads to
intensified demand pressures in Canada, with the result that domestic cost and
p rice levels in both count ries tend to rise for this reason alone, quite apart from
the influence of direct p ri ce links in the area of international trade .

The extent to which cost and price trends in Canada are exposed to
inflationary influences from abroad through one or other of the channels
mentioned above, is obviously related to the pervasive impact on Canadian
attitudes, behavior and public policies of the vast array of information and
opinion flows coming from the United States . Even so, however, Canadian
exchange rate policy has clearly played a crucial role in the process . The extent
to which Canada imported foreign inflation during the 1960s followed in large
measure from the magnitude of the decline in the exchange rate at the beginning
of the decade and from the importance attached to maintaining it at the new
fixed level of U .S . $0 .925 over the next eight years .

Although it is easy to exaggerate the extent to which short-run p rice and cos t
trends in Canada are determined by those in other countries under a fixed
exchange rate regime, it is neve rtheless broadly the case that reasonable pri ce
stab ility in any one count ry cannot be maintained over any extended pe riod in
the face of substantial inflation abroad, without the insulation p rovided by a
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progressive upward adjustment of its exchange rate . In this sense, the degree to

which Canada imported inflation du ring the 1960s was more a consequence of

Canadian exch ange rate policy than of foreign inflation as such .

Another explanation for the persistence of inflation in the face of slack

demand focuses on the "market power" of unions, corporations and other

groups as an independent source of upward pressure on costs and p rices . In

attempting to come to grips with this position, it is apparent that m any who

argue along these lines in fact hold rather different views about the nature of the

mechanism involved .

Some appear to concentrate on the fact that m any economic units are in a

position to exercise a degree of short-run discretion in p ri ce and wage

determination rather than having to take as given a p rice that fluctuates freely in

response to the play of impersonal market forces . We have already examined this

aspect of wage and p rice-setting practices in our discussion of response lags and

expectations, and noted that discretiona ry behavior is by no means confined

to markets in which firms or unions exe rt a significant degree of monopoly

power.

Others stress the ability of many private firms or groups to use their

monopoly power to obtain higher p rices or incomes than would prevail under

more competitive conditions .

Still others embrace within the term "market power" the ability of politica ll y

influential groups to b ring strong pressure to bear on governments . An

example is the pressure on gove rnments to expand demand sufficiently to

prevent large increases in prices and nominal incomes from adversely affecting

levels of employment and economic activity . We consider the monopoly and

poli tical pressure interpretations of "market power" in turn .

A common line of argument attributes to large corporations and strong
unions a substantial degree of monopoly power which enables them to raise
prices and wages with little regard for market conditions .

There can be no doubt that a substantial proportion of price and wage setting
is done under conditions which are not purely competitive . Many industries are

oligopolies, i .e ., dominated by a small number of firms, and decisions on prices

take into account the likely reaction of others . Similarly, labor unions and other

less formal associations of employees are able to bring pressure to bear on
employers which extends beyond that which can be brought to bear by any
employee in a competitive situation who refuses to accept a job or leaves to seek

work elsewhere. Given this fact there are, however, some basic points to be
considered at the outset in any discussion of how these institutional features of
the economy's operation might be thought to account for the persistence of

inflation under conditions of slack demand .

The first is that in principle, the possession of a certain degree of monopoly
power enables those who exercise it to maintain correspondingly higher prices
for their output or services at any given level of demand than they could obtain
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under more competitive market conditions . But this is quite different from
having an unlin-dted power to raise prices regardless of the state of market
demand . The existence of a certain degree of monopoly power can explain high
prices at a given level of demand, but not rising prices . Even the most Powerful
of monopolists knows that the level of demand sets some limit on how high a
price he can profitably charge . Ibis is because the more he charges per unit, the
fewer units he will be able to sell . Beyond some point, charging an even higher
price per unit would merely have the effect of reducing his profits, because of
the magnitude of the decline in sales volume that it would entail .

Unions face rather similar limitations in pushing up wage rates . If they try to
maintain too high a price for their services, labor costs will be so high and sales
volume and profitability so low in their firm or industry that there will not be
enough work to keep their members fully employed and take-home pay may be
adversely affected through reduced overtime and short-time work .

It is not difficult to see that if the degree of monopoly power possessed byfirms and unions had increased substantially over recent years, this could have
served as an independent source of short-run upward pressure on price and wage
levels . If the extent of business and labor monopolies has not been growing very
rapidly, however, their role in the inflationary process during recent years
becomes much more difficult to understand unless one can believe that they are
now making much more effective use of such power as they possess than they
were inclined to do a decade ago .

Such a possibility is not easily reconciled with the traditional though no
doubt over-simplified assumption that the normal behavior of firms and
employee groups taken as a whole, whether they have substantial monopoly
power or very little, is to seek to obtain at all times the best price or wage they
think market conditions over some relevant period will permit . Even if wage and
price behavior typically reflects a much more complex set of objectives than
simply trying to get as large an income as possible, it is by no means obvious
why the degree to which these groups regard income maximization as an
important consideration should vary widely and systematically in response to
changing economic conditions .

More generally, it has been suggested that as a result of changing social and
political attitudes in recent years, not only labor unions and business oligopolies
but indeed organized interest groups of all kinds have become much more
aggressive and effective in terms of the pressure they have been able to bring to
bear in support of their members' income and job security objectives. Thispossibility too cannot be dismissed out of hand, although the evidence available
for making a strong case along these lines seems to us far from conclusive .

Changes of some significance have occurred over the last decade in the degree
of market power exercised by certain employee groups in Canada . There has
been a major extension of collective bargaining throughout the area of public
and quasi-public employment, notably in government, education and health
services. Moreover, in certain industries where well-established unions hav e
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operated for m any years, such as construction, the union membership has not-
only increased significantly as a proportion of the work force but may also have

learned increasingly effective ways of b ringing bargaining pressure to bear on

employers - and through them on the indust ry 's clients . Many obse rvers have

noted a more restive attitude on the pa rt of rank-and-file union membe rs in

recent years, whether related to the spread of similar attitudes of contestation in
other areas of social life or to resentment over the effects on take-home pay of
the higher taxes needed to finance the growing share of national income claimed

by governments .

On the whole, however, direct evidence of a substantial growth in union

power is hard to come by. Union membership in Canada has increased only
slightly between 1960 and 1971 as a percentage of non-farm paid workers -

from 32.3 per cent to 33.3 per cent . Moreover, since the early 1960s there have
been few legislative changes in the field of industrial relations which have greatly
strengthened the hand of organized labor in bargaining apart from those

affecting public sector employees .

The deficiencies of existing data on rates of employee compensation in
Canada do not enable a satisfactory overall comparison to be made between
union and non-union wage rate increases over the 1960s as a whole . For what

they are worth, however, the wage rate data show no striking difference,
although it is clear that there are unorganized groups including some executive
and professional categories which have obtained larger percentage increases than

those obtained by many unions . Similarly, as far as average earnings data are

concerned, no clear-cut systematic difference shows up over the 10-year period
between the percentage increases occurring in highly unionized industries and in
industries with a relatively large proportion of unorganized workers .

Many of the employee groups whose wage or salary gains during the 196Us
were undoubtedly affected by the fact that they had become newly unionized or
had significantly increased their union membership also experienced unusually
strong public sector demand for their services over much of the period . The

rapid expansion of educational, health and government services at all levels,
together with the associated high volume of public construction projects, were
obviously important factors in the rapid escalation of rates of pay for groups
such as teachers, medical personnel, public service employees and many

categories of construction workers . Thus the spread of collective bargaining into

many non-commercial areas of the economy served to reinforce the upward
pressure of expanding public sector demand on the wage and salary levels of the
employee groups involved, and this in turn may well have served to escalate the
wage demands of unions in the private sector of the economy .

It is sometimes thought that data on income shares provide support for the
belief that a persistent levering up of average wage levels, presumably
spearheaded by powerful unions, has been the root cause of recent inflation . It is

true that the proportion of net national income shown in the National Accounts
as wages, salaries and supplementary labor income is considerably higher today

than it was in the early 1950s . This would seem to be largely accounted for ,
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however, by the strongly expanding share of national income generated in the
government sector and non-commercial services (the great bulk of which takes
the form of employee compensation) as against the declining share of national
income received by self-employed proprietors of farms and other unincorporated
businesses .

The distorted impression created by these structural shifts in the economy is
much less serious if attention is focused on the behavior of income shares in that
part of the non-farm economy which is organized on a commercial, profit-
making basis .

Over the whole period since the early 1950s, the share of employee
compensation in total non-farm business income does not seem to have risen
greatly . This in itself proves little one way or the other about the validity of
theories of cost-push in which the market power of unions plays a leading role,
non-union employers have little alternative but to match increases in union
wages, and the authorities feel compelled to expand demand enough to maintain
employment .

What is more difficult for such theories to explain is the fact that over this
period the share of employee compensation in total non-farm business income
has gone through successive, and sometimes lengthy, periods of contraction as
well as periods of expansion in relation to the share of profits and other returns
to capital . The pattern of these share variations is clearly related to cyclical
swings in tile rate of growth of demand, output and productivity, in conjunction
with the short-run stickiness of the trend of wage rates . Thus although labor's
income share was on a rising trend from 1964 to 1970, over the previous seven
years it had been trending downward in the face of a strong and sustained rise in
the share claimed by profits and other returns to capital .

Evidence of a growth of monopoly power on the part of corporations is not
easy to rind . The Commission's research has failed to find any substantial
evidence that prices have been pushed up more rapidly over the last decade in
relatively concentrated industries than in industries whose output is much less
dominated by a few large firms . Moreover the performance of profits over recent
years is difficult to reconcile with a belief in greatly strengthened business
monopoly power . After a substantial increase from 1957 to 1964 there was an
almost uninterrupted decline in average profit margins from 1964 to 1970
followed by a renewed rise in response to improving economic conditions .
Similarly it is not obvious that in general there have been legal, institutional or
other structural changes over the years which might be thouglit to have greatly
strengthened business monopoly power .

One apparent exception is the 1967 revision of the Bank Act which, by
removing some of the special constraints on the chartered banks, strengthened
the relative position of these dominant firms in the financial industry . This and
other factors played a part in substantially improving the profit position of the
banks in recent years, a development which has attracted a good deal of public
attention. It is worth noting, however, that one of the main purposes of the
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change in the Act was to expose non-bank lending institutions to increased
competition from the chartered banks in areas of lending business in which the
latter had previously found it difficult or impossible to operate profitably, in

spite of their typically lower costs, because of various legal rest rictions . This has

in fact happened, and a case can be made that as a result borrowers have been

able to obtain access to various kinds of credit more readily or at lower cost th an
would likely have been possible otherwise .

Whether the present de gree of competition found in Canadian financial

markets can be regarded as adequate is, however, a different issue . Many

members of the public are convinced that it is not, just as others are equally

certain that some unions .are too powerful, or that there is inadequate control

over the incomes of physician s and surgeons under existing medical schemes .

These questions, however, have more to do with whether certain prices or

incomes are already too high than with the rate at which they are rising.
Although the evidence is not sufficiently clear-cut to support dogmatic

conclusions, it seems to us that such changes as appear to have occurred in the

degree of monopoly power exercised by organized labor or business have not
been a dominant factor in the substantial increase in costs and prices

experienced over the period as a whole since the early 1960s .

Finally, the term "market power" is used to embrace the political pressure

exercised on governments by influential interest groups. This raises questions on

which it is difficult to find firm evidence . One cannot rule out the possibility

that major changes in social and political attitudes and in the balance of power
among competing economic interest groups are already occurring and may

become increasingly important in this count ry . Many informed obse rvers argue

that changes of this character in a number of European countries have
fundamentally altered the environment in which demand management must be

conducted and have led in va rious ways to a much stronger inflationa ry bias in

economic policy than in the past . Frequent and successful confrontations of the

legal authority of gove rnments by powerful interest groups are one example of

this . Another is the intensity of the pressure on governments to use rapid

demand expansion as a means of maintaining employment levels in the face of

large cost and p rice increases .

The possibility that developments in North America are leading in the same
direction cannot be ruled out, but at least as yet, recent Canadian experience
does not seem to us to provide conclusive evidence that pressures of this kind on
the conduct of public policy have become nearly as strong as they are said to be

in Europe .
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WHY HAS AVERAGE
UNEMPLOYMENT BEEN SO HIGH?

In the course of the preceding discussion we raised the question of how the
Canadian economy could have been subject to significan t excess dem and
pressure when the national unemployment rate was sti11 as high as 4 % to five per
cent of the labor force . Our analysis of the contemporary problem of inflation in
Canada would be incomplete without some further comment on this important
matter.

It is a sobering observation that although the Canadian economy has been
exposed to sufficient intermittent demand pressure since the early 1950s to raise
the Consumer Price Index by about 50 per cent, the national unemployment
rate over the same period has averaged slightly higher than five per cent of the
labor force . What could account for such a high average level of unemployment
in Canada ?

Though far from an ideal measure for this purpose, the national unemploy-
ment rate in Canada is a widely-used measure of the degree of tightness in labor
markets and, indirectly, of the margin of spare productive capacity in the
economy . The definitions of who is in the labor force and who is unemployed
are necessarily arbitrary, and in a number of European countries unemployment
is measured in widely differing ways . The level of unemployment in the United
States, on the other hand, is measured in much the same way as it is in Canada,
and on the average it has been only marginally lower than Cahada's
unemployment rate since the early 1950s . The impression is probably correct,
however, that, even if the statistical measures used in various countries could be
adjusted to provide a reliable basis for comparison, Canada's average unemploy-
ment rate would still turn out to be relatively high by international standards .

A striking feature of Canadian unemployment expe rience has been the
persistence of marked regional differentials in unemployment rates . In the more
outlying regions of the count ry , particularly Eastern Quebec, the Atlantic
Provinces and British Columbia, well-above-ave rage unemployment rates are
characte ristically found whatever the level of the national unemployment rate .
In the densely populated and heavily indust rialized areas of Southe rn Onta rio,
on the other hand, the labor market appears to function with a relatively high
degree of efficiency by inte rnational standards and at comparatively low average
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levels of unemployment . Thus when the seasonally adjusted national unemploy-
ment rate has been apploximately five per cent, the actual level of unemploy-
ment of workers over 25 years of age at the seasonal low point in September has
typically been about two per cent of the corresponding age group in the Ontario
labor force . If labor markets in all parts of the coun

'
try functioned as efficiently

as this, the average Canadian unemployment level would not be greatly out of
fine with that of most other industrial countries .

The fact of the matter is, however, that at levels of aggregate demand which
generate some strain on productive capacity and an unduly tight labor market in
the industrial heartland of the country, unemployment remains relatively high in
the less buoyant regions .

Why is this? Why is it that the basic economic mechanisms which n-dght be
expected to lead to a more even distribution of unemployment among the
various regions of Canada do not appear to work effectively enough to produce
this result?

It might be expected, for example, that if there were substantial unemploy-
ment in one region and a much wider choice of job opportunities available in
another, there would be a flow of people from the high to the low
unemployment areas . If there were no reluctance to move and no costs involved,
the n-dgration of workers might be expected to go far towards evening out
differential levels of regional unemployment .

Labor mobility of this kind has in fact been apparent in Canada on a
substantial scale over a long period of years, notably from the Atlantic Provinces
to the central regions and from the Prairie Provinces to the west coast . In a
country as spread out geographically as Canada, however, the information,
transportation and relocation costs to be bome in the process of successful job
search in other regions pose serious difficulties for job-seekers living in outlying
areas . Cultural and linguistic differences pose an even more formidable barrier to
the ready movement of workers between Quebec and most other regions of
Canada, although in earlier decades there was a considerable flow to New
England, Ontario, New Brunswick and other parts of Canada . As is pointed out
below, relatively little advantage has been taken of government programs under
which grants are available to encourage the exploration of job possibilities in
other regions and to assist in financing relocation .

The upshot is that interregional labor mobility in Canada has not been great
enough in the past to bring about any marked reduction in differential levels of
regional unemployment, nor does the situation seem likely to change dramat-
ically in this respect in the next few years .

The fact that there is limited labor mobility to more buoyant areas from
those regions of Canada which typically experience well-above-ave rage levels of
unemployment does not, of itself, explain what causes persistently high
unemployment in these regions in the first place .

One possibility which is often mentioned is that the economic and social
structure of these regions poses special difficulties in matching the particula r
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skills, training and preferences of those seeking work with the particular
requirements of the job vacancies that arise . Many of the more obvious
structural characte ristics of labor markets in these regions which might help to
account for their higher-th an-average unemployment levels are co mmon in some
degree to labor markets generally in C anada, though much less important in
other parts of the country . This is true, for example, of the unusually wide range
of seasonal variation in job opportunities in these regions, whose employment
base is heavily dependent on a narrow range of seasonal indust ries such as
forestry , fishing, agriculture, tou rism and construction .

It seems doubtful, however, that special structural difficulties of this kind and
the consequent problems of matching job-seekers with available jobs can
possibly be the whole explanation for the relatively high unemployment
typically found in these regions. The impression is probably correct that even if
workers with the required ski ll s and training were readily available loca lly to fill
a ll the existing vacancies, there would sti ll be a persisting situation of
substan tially fewer local job opportunities than unemployed workers seeking
jobs.

Tempora ry imbalances of this kind in the labor markets of these regions are
not difficult to understand, but a chronic imbalance of substantial proportionsbe tween the number of workers looking for jobs at going wage levels and the
number who can be profitably employed at these wage levels is a distinctly
puzzling phenomenon. Basic economic theory suggests that if market forces are
allowed to operate, the p rice of labor should tend to adjust, at least over the
longer run, to a wage level at which the num ber of workers in demand by
employers and the supply of workers wi ll ing to take these jobs come into
approximate bal ance .

Wage levels in easte rn Canada are typically substantially lower than in the
central industrialized regions, partly reflecting productivity differentials which in
turn arise from differences in resource endowments, locational advantages, and
levels of manage rial and technological skill s . The larger the wage differential
between easte rn and central Canada, relative to the productivity differential, the
broader the scope for the profitable employment of labor in Easte rn Quebec and
the Atlan tic Provinces. Histo ri ca lly, however, it has not proven easy to narrow
productivity differentials and there have been strong political and institutional
forces at work which have resisted any widening of regional wage differentials
and indeed worked to narrow them if possible . General economic analysis would
suggest that this contributes to the persistent maladjustment of regional labor
markets in Canada .

The fact that even in the industrial heartland of Canada unemployment is
normally somewhat higher than in many overseas countries would seem to be
pa rtly a reflection of differences in economic and social structure . In many
overseas countries the flow of young people entering the labor market has been
proportionately much smaller in recent years than in Canada, and institutional
arrangements for directing young people into specific training programs o r
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permanent employment are more highly developed . Although such arrangements

may well involve a degree of channelling inconsistent with Canadian views on the
freedom of occupational choice desired for young people, the question remains
why the vast sums spent on secondary and higher education in Canada often

leave students so ill-prepared to find a job .

Few overseas countries experience as wide a range of seasonal variation either
in job opportunities or in labor force participation as is found in Canada . It may

also be the case that frequent job changes by adult workers, the intermittent
employment of married women in part-time or temporary jobs, and the holding
of secondary jobs as regular hours of work have shortened are more common

practices in North America than in most other societies . High job turnover rates

appear to be a normal feature of the Canadian labor market . Such statistics as

are available for past periods suggest that on the average, separations occur in

something like six per cent of existing jobs each month and a similar percentage

of jobs are newly filled . Job turnover figures for the United States are of much

the same general order of magnitude . Although much of this turnover involves

no interval of unemployment or only a very brief one, many job changes of this
character are undoubtedly reflected in the standard unemployment measures .

More generous unemployment insurance benefits, including a reduction in the
length of previous employment required for qualification purposes introduced in
1971, may be reflected in more persons changing jobs and also in more people

being counted as unemployed rather than as outside the labor force .

In economies which are largely organized on the basis of self-employment on
the family farm or in family business, a decline in demand typically results in
under-employment and loss of income for the workers involved rather than a rise

in measured unemployment . In most parts of Canada other than the Prairie
Provinces, a very high proportion of the labor force work as employees, and
there has been a relative shrinkage of employment in the farm and unincor-
porated business sectors of the economy over many years .

There are, of course, obvious reasons why in any country some minimum
number of temporarily unemployed persons are likely to be looking for work at

any given time, even with efficient labor markets and under normal demand con-

ditions. For example, persons counted as presently unemployed and actively

seeking work include many young people looking for their first job ; immigrants

who have recently arrived in Canada ; many workers whose labor force participa-

tion is weak or intermittent and who are merely looking for temporary or part-

time employment ; many who have left their previous employment because of

dissatisfaction between themselves and their employers ; and many who have

been unfortunate enough to be laid off for seasonal reasons or because of work
stoppages or shifts in demand between particular firms or industries .

Even when an economy is generating a sufficient number of job vacancies to
suit the skills and preferences of those seeking employment, there are various
reasons why the process of matching up individual job-seekers with the
appropriate job vacancies is bound to take some time . Both employers and

employees have to spend time searching in order to find the best employee s
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available for the job and the best jobs available for the job-seekers . Up to some
point it pays both employers and job-seekers to accept thq costs of undertaking
a more thorough and lengthy search rather than accept the first applicant or firstjob opportunity that comes along .

Although all of the reasons why the normal level of unemployment in Canada
is relatively high are not fully understood, it will be apparent from the above
discussion that a combination of factors is probably involved, many of them
reflecting deep-seated characteristics of Canada's regional economic structure
and labor markets . It seems clear that the reason price and wage trends begin to
accelerate in Canada at such high levels of national unemployment is closely
connected with the fact that the regional distribution of unemployment is
typically so uneven .
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THE CHOICES FOR POLICY

What are the policy choices which emerge from this view of recent inflation
in Canada ?

In particular, what policy choices are open to us in situations like that of
recent years, where a substantial overshoot of demand in the past has led to a
marked escalation of the pace of inflation which still persists and may yet
accelerate again ?

There is a basic issue to be faced at the outset . Although virtually no one
favors inflation for its own sake, there are those who believe there is an inherent
conflict between the way demand would have to be managed in order to keep
unemployment to a minimum and the way it would have to be managed in
order to maintain reasonable price stability . In their view, we have no choice but
to put up with a certain amount of inflation-perhaps even with inflation which
gradually becomes more severe and chronic over time-if we are to keep the
economy under sufficient continuing demand pressure to realize our potential
output and hold the level of unemployment to a minimum .

Is this view substantially correct, or is it based on highly questionable
assumptions?

It is not difficult to see how the idea developed that we could maintain more
rapid economic growth and lower unemployment if only we were prepared to
put up with more rapid inflation .

On past occasions when the rate of inflation has fallen to minimal levels, this
has usually occurred during periods of slowly rising demand, sluggish output
growth and abnormally high unemployment . When a faster rate of demand
expansion has subsequently developed, this has led initially to substantial gains
in output and employment but also, before long, to sufficient acceleration of the
pace of inflation to attract growing public attention and concern .

This has led to the conclusion that it should be possible to maintain enough
demand pressure in the economy to keep unemployment down to quite low
levels for an indefinite period, provided the public were prepared to live with
some degree of more or less continuous inflation . The lower the average level of
unemployment that was desired, the higher the average rate of price increas e
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that the public would have to be prepared to tolerate, the approximate terms of

these "trade-off" possibi lities being revealed by past experience .

In recent years the suspicion has grown that it may be more difficult th an
appears at first sight to take advantage of this apparent "trade-off" . In many

count ries, inflation has li ngered on during recent periods of slack demand an d

relatively high unemployment at appreciably higher rates th an might have been

expected on the basis of earlier experience . When demand has revived an d

unemployment declined, these rates of inflation have escalated even fu rther.

This raises the disturbing possibility that the "trade-off" options open to us

may have been worsening over time-that in order to hold unemployment down

to any given level may now require the acceptance of subst an tially more rapid

inflation than might have been expected only a few years ago .

Economic theo ry suggests an explanation for this phenomenon . It has long
been argued that if eve ryone were capable of anticipating the future rate of
inflation correctly, it should make no difference to their actual economic
behavior whether the value of money was declining by "x" per cent a year or
twice "x" per cent a year . Over time, the prices at which all economic
transactions were conducted would simply be adjusted upward at the appro-
priate rate .

No one argues, of course, that people are in fact capable of anticipating at all
correctly how rapidly inflation will occur . At the same time, however, no one
denies that people can learn from past expe rience and modify their behavior
accordingly . It may well be the case that past expe rience of inflation leads
people to revise upward their notions of how rapidly inflation is likely to occur
in the future, and that as a result the "trade-off' works only to the extent that
the actual rate of inflation continues to outrun the rate the public has lea rned to
expect .

A concrete example of how this might be expected to work may cla ri fy the
point . Let us leave aside for the moment the complications which arise from
external tran sactions and foreign influences, and consider the case of a
self-sufficient economy which has been operating for some time around a level
of capacity ut il ization at which there has been no strong tendency for the rate of
inflation either to speed up or slow down . Suppose that the level of money
demand in this economy has been rising fairly steadily at an annual rate of about
seven per cent and the level of real output-determined by the basic forces of
capital accumulation, labor force growth and underlying productivity improve-
ment-at an annual rate of about five per cent . This will mean that the p ri ce level
has been rising at a rate of about two per cent a year-a rate of inflation which
people might not unreasonably have come to expect to continue indefinitely .

The adoption of more expansiona ry fiscal and moneta ry policies in these
circumstances would presumably stimulate a more rapid increase in the overall
level of money expenditure in the economy-let us say to a new higher rate of
10 per cent a year . With excess demand conditions now becoming dominant in
markets for goods and factors of production, this will lead to unusually larg e
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gains in production and employment so long as the rise in p rice and wage levels
fails to accelerate correspondingly .

No doubt the pub lic will soon begin to notice that market demand has turned
more buoyant, and firms and employees will find that prices and wages can be
raised more readily than they had come to expect on the basis of past
expe ri ence. But it wil l take time for them to recognize the change in the
economic environment and to respond to it fully . The unusually rapid growth of
output and employment will push capacity utilization rates up to abnormally
high levels and tend to reduce unemployment to abnormally low levels .
Increasing strain on productive capacity and growing tightness in the labor
market will generate intensified upward pressure on price and wage levels, and in
due course the rate of inflation will begin to accelerate substantially .

If the growth in money demand is maintained at its new rate of 10 per cent a
year, the extra stimulus to output and employment will become pro gressively
weaker as the rate of increase in the p rice level moves higher, and it will
eventually disappear altogether once p rice inflation reaches a five per centannual rate . This will b ring the rate of growth in real output back down to the
five per cent annual rate from which it originally started, with corresponding
effects on the rate of growth of employment .

The above account assumes an adjustment process which may well be
unrealistically smooth . If, at some stage, cost and price increases were to
overreact to the degree of demand pressure, output and employment levels
might be temporarily depressed for a time in the course of the period of
adjustment .

In the end, the full adjustment of the economy to the stepped-up rate of
demand expansion would merely have raised the inflation rate correspondingly,
with no lasting effect on the growth rate of output or employment .

If an attempt were made to continue to run the economy at abnormally high
levels of capacity utilization and abnormally low levels of unemployment, the
only way this could be done would be by progressively stepping up the rate of
expansion in money demand beyond 10 per cent a year in order to offset the
effects of the progressively rising rate of inflation of the price level . If at some
stage public pressure to call a halt to the process became irresistible, it is difficult
to see how this could be done without major disruption of the economy and
very serious adverse effects on employment . Nevertheless, on the basis of the
oversimplified analysis outlined above, it will be seen that so long as the public
were prepared to tolerate an accelerating rate of inflation which continued to
exceed their expectations, some benetit in terms of output and employment
levels could be maintained .

The above analysis leads to the rather obvious conclusion that, if it lasts long
enough, unanticipated inflation tends to become transformed into anticipated
inflation . Since there are important differences in the consequences of inflation
depending on the extent to which it is correctly anticipated, much depends o n
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how long it takes people's price and wage behavior to adjust to changing levels of
money demand in product and labor markets .

A decade ago or even a few Years ago it was possible to argue that the lags in
cost and price adjustment to a stepped-up level of demand pressure were very
long. As economic experience under policies based on this assumption has
accumulated, however, so have serious doubts about whether the hoped-for
employment and output gains which these policies are supposed to make
possible are either very large or very lasting . People do learn from their
experience of inflation and do adapt their wage and price behavior accordingly .

Although, as we shall see, the notion of a fully anticipated inflation is a
theoretical construct rather than a phenomenon likely to be observed in the real
world, it is certainly the notion that many people have in mind when they argue
that inflation is relatively harmless .

All that one needs to assume in order to regard inflation as relatively harmless
is that it is fully and correctly anticipated by almost everyone and that
institutional practices have adapted to the point where almost everyone is
effectively protected from its effects . Thus, if an annual rate of price increase of
&6x" per cent became the norm instead of the average rate of a little more than
two per cent experienced in Canada between 1953 and 1970, and if it were
certain that this average rate would be maintained in the future, adjustments of
the following kind could be expected to take place . Average wage and salary
levels would tend to rise over time at something like the average rate of produc-
tivity growth plus 'Y' per cent, interest rates on average would tend to be the
"real" rate plus 'Y' per cent, pensions would be escalated by 'Y' per cent a
year and the exchange rate would tend to depreciate or appreciate over time as
required in order to accommodate differential rates of inflation between Canada
and other countries . In short, life would go on in much the same way* as if
everyone believed in reasonable price stability and prices were in fact kept
reasonably stable .

Adjustments very similar to those described above do, in fact, take place in
countries where relatively high rates of inflation are experienced on a continuing
basis . It will be realized, of course, that any government capable of maintaining a
steady 10-per-cent or 20-per-cent rate of inflation would be equally capable of
maintaining a steady two-per-cent rate . Since nothing would be gained by
maintaining a higher rate rather than a lower one once these became fully
anticipated, any such government would no doubt choose the lower one . This is
perhaps why there are many examples of countries where, over considerable
periods of time, people expected and got reasonable price stability, while in
countries with chronically high rates of inflation these rates are not steady but
change significantly from year to year and sometimes from week to week .

Thus as a practical matter, if we leave aside the possibility of intermittently
escalating inflation, the choice appears to be between reasonable price stability
or a significant degree of inflation at rates which vary considerably over time .

*Economic theorists have pointed out that if currency and demand deposits continued
to bear no Interest there wvuld be a tendency to economize in the use of money and this
"uld be wasteful. This also could be remedied by appropriate Institutional change &
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Inflation of this kind keeps people guessing: At times it will tu rn out to be more
rapid than people had anticipated, and at other times less rapid than they had
expected .

Is inflation of this kind worth the candle? It offers the temptation of

benefiting from time to time from the short-term gains in output and
employment generated by increases in the pressure of demand which give rise to
unanticipated inflation . These gains have to be balanced off against the
haphazard redistribution of income and wealth which accompanies unexpected
price changes and the resulting social unrest, disruption of markets dealing in
fixed value assets, and the waste of the time and effort required as people try to
devise effective ways of protecting themselves against the process . If action is
eventually taken to restore the degree of price stability which existed prior to
the outbreak, there will be temporary but significant losses of employment and
output which are likely to exceed the previous gains . If, in addition, one takes
into consideration the redistribution and other adverse effects of changes of this
kind in both directions, it seems clear that episodes of this kind yield a net loss .

There is a comment in the Economic Report of the President of the United
States for 1971 which reflects the feelings of those with policy responsibility
during a period in which the chickens come home to roost :

"We have now come to see more vividly than ever before how long and
painful is the effort to halt the inflationary process once it has been let
loose. The avoidance of inflation is always, of course, an objective of
national policy, and was an objective in 1965-66 when the present episode
began. But this objective may not get its proper weight because of failure
to foresee the losses of output and employment that will later be entailed
in ending the inJlation . Remembering the experience of 1969-71 should
help to correct this error. "

Those who advocate unanticipated inflation, however, do not do their
calculations in this way. They are prepared to balance off the initial gains in
output and employment against the degree of redistribution and disruption
involved, but they generally fail to make any allowance for the output and
employment losses incurred in trying to bring the surge of inflation back under
control . In short, they assume a one-way movement in price and cost increases
without corrective action . If this relaxed approach were taken to each successive
upward ratcheting of the rate of increase of costs and prices, a stage would
surely be reached at which the patience of the public would finally be exhausted
and an attempt to halt the process would have to be made, even though by then
such action would pose very serious problems of adjustment .

The discussion in this section so far has left aside the international aspects of
inflation in particular countries . To many this is the central issue, and the
problem of inflation in Canada in their view is of little account so long as we
keep more or less in step with the pace of inflation experienced by our major
trading partners . Indeed, for those who believe the ideal world to be one in
which there are no changes in exchange rates, countries like Canada have littl e
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choice but to accept much the same average rate of price increase as that

occurring in the major economies . Given this reluctance to alter exchange rates,
a country which inflates at a faster rate than the outside world will in time
generate a balance of payments problem of increasing severity. In time it will be
forced to take measures to restrain demand, perhaps accompanied by a

devaluation. Thus, when it is argued that inflation must be controlled or the
country's international competitive position will deteriorate, this is based on the
notion that the exchange rate must be maintained at some fixed level or that
there are strong objections to letting it decline enough to offset the effects of a

differentially high rate of inflation .

Even though in the short run resort to exchange rate devaluation,
depreciation or foreign exchange controls is capable of sho ring up a count ry's

competitive position temporarily, the effectiveness of such measures may well

decline rapidly with repeated use . The intermittent relief gained in this way may

well lead the public to conclude that the relative rise of the count ry 's internal

p rice level is likely to continue or even to accelerate, and to adapt its wage and

p rice behavior accordingly

Before drawing this discussion to a conclusion, there are two general

comments which remain to be made . The first is that it is important to avoid
exaggeration in referring to the undeniable harm caused by inflation . There have

been instances in history where the pace of inflation has been a llowed to
accelerate so far out of control as to end in hype rinflation and virtually total
breakdown of the functioning of the economy . There have been many more

instances, however, of count ries with va rying and sometimes extremely high
rates of inflation which have retained enough control of the process, and
adapted to it successfully enough, to prevent such a breakdown . It is not

necessary to believe that inflation leads inevitably to calamitous consequences in

order to believe that it is neve rtheless a matter for serious concern .

Similarly, it is clear from what has been said above that phrases such as
"inflation robs us all" convey a misleading impression . One reason why inflation
is unpopular is that many people regard any increase in their own money
incomes simply as a suitable reward for their capacity and effort, while they
regard any increase in prices as taking away some of their just deserts . With the
obvious exception of those who have to live on fixed amounts, the money
incomes of most people are inflated by the same process which raises their living
costs, and in many cases the robbery is more apparent than real .

While it is important to maintain a balanced perspective about the
consequences of inflation, it is also important to be clear on what is involved .
Discussions of inflation often become deeply entangled in questions of morality .
One side argues that virtually any degree of unemployment is immoral,
especially since it bears heavily on some of the most vulnerable members of the
community . Others regard it as immoral to adopt inflationary policies which
arbitrarily redistribute income and wealth, especially since some of those who
suffer are also among the most vulnerable members of society .
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Even if a resolution of these diffe ring views is unlikely, it should at least be
recognized that inflationary policies will only succeed in raising output and
employment to the extent that people are misled about what is happening to the
value of money. If governments were to commit themselves openly to following
inflationa ry policies, they would risk losing the output and employment benefits
sought . To obtain the maximum effect governments would have to pursue such
policies while denying that they were doing so . There are many who would hold
that such behavior is a normal requirement in m any areas of public policy .
Others take a different view . At the ve ry least those who advocate inflationary
policies should recognize that the issue exists .

In our view, there are strong grounds for believing that attempts to keep
economic systems operating flat out are likely to encounter increasing difficulty
over time in coping with people's abi lity to learn from their experience of
inflation and to adapt their wage and price behavior accordingly . Over a pe riod
of years, there may well be little to show from such po licies except the amount
of inflation they have generated .

In the Commission's view, therefore, a high de gree of skepticism is justified
with respect to the alleged benefits which are said to be obtainable by learning
to live with inflation . The case for accepting inflation sounds to us remarkably
like a counsel of despair dressed up as a sophisticated long-term po licy
prescription. One can conceive of particular situations of such gravity that it
might be the lesser of evils to risk making future inflation somewhat worse for a
time in order to cope with immediate problems . As continuing policy, however,
such an approach strikes the Commission as both short-sighted and futile .
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OTHER POLICIES FOR
REDUCING UNEMPLOYMENT

We have argued above that attempts to .rely on demand policies that generate
substantial inflation to achieve and maintain minimum levels of unemployed
manpower and other productive resources in Canada are likely to be frustrated
in large measure over the longer run by the tendency of the public to adapt its
wage and price behavior accordingly . This suggests that if it is to be sustainable,
the level of economic activity must not put so much demand pressure on
important sectors or regions of the economy as to bring about a significant
escalation of increases in cost and price levels . We have already seen, however,
that because of regional and other differences in unemployment rates, a decline
in the seasonallyadjusted national unemployment rate into the 4~1 to five per
cent range during the 1960s appears to have set the stage for a subsequent
escalation of this kind. This is a high figure by international standards and much
attention has understandably been given to policies which might reduce the level
of unemployed resources at which rapid increases occur in costs and prices . We
now turn to the question of what can be expected from these policies .

When ways and means are being considered for reducing the level of
unemployment at which price and cost increases become substantial, pride of
place is usually given to manpower policy . This is understandable since dealing
directly with specific imbalances in the labor market seems the most obvious
way of achieving this objective. It is argued that if there are vacancies in
Ontario and significant unemployment in Quebec and the Atlantic Provinces,
then migration to Ontario will make possible continued expansion while
reducing the unemployment rate in the less buoyant parts of the country .
Similarly, if there are vacancies for skilled labor and applicants for employment
who lack skills, then manpower training programs can fit the unemployed for
the jobs which are available . If economic change renders some skills obsolete and
opens up vacancies for those holding other skills, retraining programs can help in
adapting the supply of labor more effectively to the new pattern of demand .
More generally, the manpower authorities can improve the functioning of labor
markets through the provision of information, counselling and the placement
services of an employment agency .

There was a time when the notion that the gove rnment should subsidize the
operation of labor markets on a large scale would have seemed surprising.
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Nevertheless, beginning with the national coordination of information and
placement services several decades ago, the public has step by step accepted the
view that governments should become deeply involved in providing a variety of
manpower services including very substantial grants to what is in effect a
large-scale adult education program .

What is at issue here is not whether policies of this kind are or are not
desirable, but rather what could reasonably be expected from them in raising the
sustainable level of utilization of our manpower and other productive resources .

To the extent that Canadian unemployment levels reflect the absence of
effective placement services or lack of relevant skills rather than insufficient job
opportunities, it should be possible to reduce them by providing improved
information, counselling and placement assistance together with well-conceived
training programs. We have already seen, however, that when national
unemployment is in the critical range at which cost and price increases
accelerate, it is typically the case that the level of unemployment in certain parts
of the country - notably Ontario - is already low . Thus there would not appear
to be great scope for reducing unemployment further in such regions through
placement and training programs of this kind . In tile less buoyant regions of the
country, it appears that in both bad times and good there is a substantial overall
surplus of applicants over vacancies for many categories of jobs . In principle
more efficient job information and placement services could help reduce this
imbalance . Only a limited part of this surplus of job-seckcrs, however, could be
eliminated by training programs designed to impart skills for which there was an
unfilled demand within these regions .

Indeed it is difficult to see how substantial reductions in the sustainable
national unemployment rate could be achieved without a successful attack on
regional unemployment differentials, either through greater mobility of labor
out of the less buoyant regions or the use of devices to stimulate the more rapid
creations of jobs within these regions . The mobility solution is one with
automatic appeal to those who live in the more buoyant parts of the country .
Apart from those concerned with problems of ovcr-crowding in such areas, they
see it as a way of dealing with the problem which involves less cost to themselves
and which is more in line with natural economic forces than attempts to
subsidize the creation of jobs in the less buoyant regions . It is not surprising that
this solution has much less appeal for those who would have to move,
particularly if this involves a different language and cultural environment . Nor is
the prospect attractive for those who would be left behind, with their families
and friends scattered in other parts of the country and their communities smaller
and less vigorous as a result . Thus even though wage differentials have persisted
over many decades, the adjustments in manpower and other resources have not
gone far enough to achieve more nearly balanced employment levels across tile
country .

It is clear from the statistics on population movements, of course, that in fact
regional migration and immigration have been the principal means by which
partial adjustment to the differing rates of employment expansion in the variou s
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regions of the country has taken place . It will remain true that many of those
faced with poor prospects in their own areas will seek opportunities elsewhere . It
is not surprising, however, that those with experience in the manpower field are

acutely aware of the many obstacles to the success of any program of assisted
migration from the less buoyant regions .

Experience to date with the kinds of manpower policies referred to above is
not inconsistent with the view that progress in lowering average unemployment
rates by such means is unlikely to be rapid, but as yet one cannot speak with any
certainty . While the information, counselling and placement functions have been
carried out over an extended period there has been a considerable expansion of
these activities in recent years . Given the slack demand conditions of 1970-71, it
could be argued that we have not yet had an adequate chance to see what has
been accomplished .

Much the same is the case with the training programs . It is true that very large
expenditures were made on improved training facili ties earlier in the 1960s, but
of the $1,300 m il lion of current expenditure on training programs for adults
from 1960•61 to 1971-72, $1,150 million have been spent since 1967-68 .
Moreover, within the last year a major program of on-the-job training has been
undertaken, the results of which cannot be evaluated fully at this stage . Here
again, the fact that recent unemployment rates have been well above the c ri tical
range at which cost and price increases accelerate makes it difficult to assess how
far these programs may have cont ributed to lowering this threshold .

Much the same can be said of programs to encourage labor mobility . When
the general level of unemployment is high, job opportunities are relatively scarce
even in the more buoyant regions and thus offer less encouragement to mobility .
It is also evident that very littie use has been made of the government grants
provided for this purpose under various programs . The first of these is a trainee
travel grant designed to help offset the transportation costs facing enrolees in
training programs . The second is an exploratory grant, the function of which is
to expand the area within which people are able to look for work . Unemployed
persons can be authorized by their Canada Manpower counsellors to receive an
exploratory grant including a temporary living allowance for the family . The
third category of assistance consists of relocation gants available to those who
have already found work in other areas and who apply for aid in meeting
resettlement expenses . These include transportation and moving expenses for the
worker and his family, a re-establishment allowance and a home owner's
allowance . In 1971-72 less than 1,500 persons received assistance for relocating
in other regions, with around 700 from the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec out of
a labor force in these provinces totalling just over 3,000,000 .

In summary, some forms of manpower policy such as the training programs
have substantial economic and social effects, • but it remains questionable
whether they can be expected to do a great deal to reduce the critical range of
national unemployment at which inflationary problems arise . Others, such as
measures to encourage labor mobility, could contribute to a better matching o f
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job vacancies and job-seekers within - and to some extent among - regions, but
there are obvious limits to their widespread use by the public .

Another approach for dealing with regional unemployment differentials is the
regional economic expansion program, which in general subsidizes the bringing
of jobs to workers in the less buoyant parts of the country rather than
attempting to subsidize the movement of workers to jobs . As in the case of

manpower training, this program has only been operating on a major scale for a
limited period and it is too early to reach conclusions on what it might

accomplish in reducing these differentials . It is being more widely recognized,
however, that the problem is a deep-seated one which will not yield easily to this

or other techniques . Moreover, as with all programs involving a transfer of

resources from one group or one region to another there are constraints on how

far they can be carried .

Similar constraints operate in the area of selective dem and policies. This

policy approach aims at stimulating dem and in particular regions or industries
which are operating well sho rt of capacity, while avoiding b ringing excess

demand pressure to bear on regions or industries where little slack exists .

Expe rimentation along these lines has been a feature of recent budgetary po li cy

in Canada, and also to some extent of gove rnment lending programs .

In addition to the regional dimension of the problem there is also obvious
scope for a similar approach in stabilizing demand over time in particularly
volatile industries . The construction industry is a notable example. Wide
variations in the level of activity and employment in this industry have led to
frequent suggestions for evening out the flow of construction work . Over the
course of the last three years the Commission has been involved in a variety of
consultations with employers, employees and clients of the construction
industry . Among other steps taken it has helped to initiate action on a program
to improve the flow of information on the future construction plans of
governments and other clients of the industry . It is evident, of course, that
better information is only a first step towards more advanced and coordinated
planning of construction activity and employment . Here again the magnitude of
the technical and other difficulties to be overcome should not be underrated .

Some economic policies and institutional influences work in the direction of

increasing unemployment . Mention has already been made in an earlier section
of the strong social and institutional forces which have long resisted any
widening of regional wage differentials, and indeed worked to narrow them if

possible . Measures which make unemployment less unattractive, such as more

generous unemployment insurance benefits and welfare payments for those who

are fit and able to work, can also be expected to influence unemployment in an
upward direction . The same is true of significant increases in legal minimum

wages . The impact of such increases is often assessed solely in terms of the direct
employment effects on those currently employed at the minimum wage . What is

often not recognized is that if the increases in the minimum wage are large
enough to have an effect on a significant part of the wage structure (includin g
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the wages of those above the minimum) this will tend to reduce the opening up
of new employment opportunities for those in the categories affected .

The policy measures discussed earlier in this section affect the average level of
unemployment mainly through their impact on the functioning of the labor
market . Suggestions are often forthcoming for changes in supply policies of a
much broader nature, such as reductions in tariffs, the removal of governmental
price supports, or more generally the application of competition policy to
reduce the degree of monopoly in markets for goods and services generally .
Similar proposals affecting the labor market include the easing of restrictions on
entry into various occupations and legislative changes to reduce the power of
unions .

Proposals of this kind can represent either or both of two strands of thought .
Those who lean towards a market power explanation of inflation see
corporations, unions and other monopolistic groups as playing a crucial role, and
look for a long-term solution in attacking the sources of power of these
organizations. Others simply maintain that any major reductions in market
power achieved through the introduction of more effective domestic or foreign
competition in particular sectors of the economy will have a useful once-for-all
downward effect on prices in these sectors .

Clearly the expected benefits from changes of this kind appear much greater
to those who lean towards a market power interpretation of inflation than to
those who do not . If they are substantial enough and well timed, however, such
measures can have the effect of holding down or reducing some prices during a
period of general price increase . It is hardly necessary to point out that the most
powerful resistance can be expected from the groups adversely affected, and for
this reason examples have been rare . The advancement of the tariff reductions
negotiated in the "Kennedy Round" is one of the few cases in which this policy
approach has been used .

We have now mentioned a number of measures which might help reduce the
critical range of national unemployment at which cost and price increases have
tended to accelerate . A large part of tile discussion has been devoted to policies
concerned with regional unemployment differentials, since the relatively high
unemployment rates typically found in the less buoyant regions of the country
are not only in themselves a major source of concern, but largely account for
Canada's high national average unemployment rate .

As was pointed out earlier in this report, however, the regional dimensions of
unemployment in Canada are not its only aspect . For example, it has frequently
been suggested that part of the explanation for regional unemployment
differentials lies in varying attitudes to life and work, reflected in some parts of
the country in a more casual approach to regular employment and a greater
willingness to rely on unemployment insurance or welfare . Such attitudes,
however, arc not confined to the less buoyant regions . Ile regularly-cmployed
worker chained to his plant or office has often envied those who live a less
directed life . Among many young and not-so-young people today, questionin g
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the virtues of "economic success" has been elevated to the status of a
philosophical approach. To the extent that skepticism about the work ethic
exists, whether in the less buoyant or in the more buoyant parts of the country,
it may be reflected in the unemployment numbers .

Insofar as the regional differentials in unemployment rates are not so much
"voluntary" as the result of institutional arrangements and policies, then either
the unemployment must be accepted or the institutions and policies changed .
Since some of the obstacles to high employment in these regions are very deeply
ingrained in the economic and social framework of the nation, changing them is
extremely difficult . A fundamental solution may well be impossible without
initiatives and strong support from the people of the less buoyant regions
themselves . Thus, for example, it used to be thought that it was the help of
richer nations which would determine the fate of the less developed countries of
the world. As experience has accumulated it has become increasingly evident
that in most cases success or failure is largely dependent on the efforts of the
population of the less developed countries themselves.

In the last year or so other ways of resolving the unemployment-inflation
dilemma have been suggested, some of them of a much more direct and simple
character than those discussed above . Training programs reduce unemployment
directly, while the Local Initiatives and Opportunities for Youth programs move
governments in the direction of becoming society's residual employer . It is true,
of course, that the effect of such programs in lowering unemployment is reduced
to the extent that additional workers are drawn into the labor force . It will also
be apparent that as the general level of employment rises the need for such
programs, in the more buoyant parts of the country will diminish, and care will
be required to avoid adding to the degree of tightness in these labor markets .

In summary, there are many approaches available which could have the effect
of reducing the range of national unemployment at which cost and price
increases have recently tended to accelerate, but the intractability of some
aspects of the problem, particularly that of regional unemployment differentials,
is often under-estimated . At the same time other influences, both public and
private, tend to maintain or raise the level of unemployment at which
inflationary difficulties may arise . A realistic approach which recognizes the
difficulties involved and the hard choices which must be made offers the best
hope of tangible results. But whatever is accomplished along these lines, it will
still remain the case that an over-optimistic view of the extent to which the
critical range of unemployment has been reduced will lead to policies which risk
increasingly severe inflation .
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CAN DEMAND POLICIES
ALONE DO THE JOB?

We now have looked at two of the policy choices for resolving the apparent
dilemma between low unemployment and reasonable price stability over the
longer run. We have concluded that the acceptance of more rapid inflation than
in the past would provide at best only a temporary postponement of our
difficulties . We have also pointed out some of the obstacles to using supply and
selective demand policies to reduce the national average rate of unemployment
at which cost and price problems have arisen . Thus we are left with two policy
instruments, general demand management and incomes policy, for attempting to
achieve on a continuing basis the highest level of economic activity consistent
with the avoidance of inflation.

The issue to be settled here is whether or not general demand management
needs to be supplemented by incomes policy . There is little disagreement that
demand management must continue to play a central role, and that any attempt
to use incomes policy without careful coordination with demand policy would
lead to failure . There are those who believe, however, that demand policy alone
can do the job, providing the authorities adopt the appropriate rules of behavior .

This position is argued along the following lines . First of all, it is denied that
there is any significant "trade-off" between unemployment and inflation over
the long run. The "trade-off" is seen as essentially a short-run phenomenon
which arises in an economic environment of instability in the rate of expansion
of money demand. Changes in the degree of demand pressure on productive
capacity have an immediate - though temporary - impact on output and
employment levels because of the delayed response of costs and prices to such
changes. In spite of these short-run delays, however, there is every reason to
believe that the trend of costs and prices does in fact adjust eventually to the
trend of money demand.

Thus if the growth of money demand is kept reasonably steady, output and
employment growth will tend to stab ilize around equilibrium rates determined
by the basic forces of capital accumulation, labor force growth and underlying
productivity improvement . The rate of change in the p rice level will tend to
reflect the difference between the growth rate of money demand and the growth
rate of capacity output ; it too wil l tend to stab il ize around some reasonably
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steady rate . This assumes that the effects of a differing rate of inflation in the

outside world are offset through accommodating movements in the level of a

flexible exchange rate .

According to this argument, the average level of unemployment that emerges

will reflect the institutional and other characte ristics of labor and product

markets, not any deficiency of demand. It can be reduced over time if these

markets can be made to function more efficiently, but not by demand po licies .

It follows from this view of how the economy works that attempts to use
demand management alone to keep the rate of output up to some unrealistica lly
high level of potential output, or the level of unemployment down to some

unrealistically low target figure, are doomed to failure over the longer run . In the

short run, the economy can be thrown into tempora ry disequilibrium by

speeding up the rate of dem and expansion, and this wi ll result in tempora ry
deviations of unemployment below its normal range while costs and p rices are

adjusting . Unless the rate of demand exp ansion can be made to outrun th e

process of cost and price adjustment indefinitely, however, any employment

gains achieved in this way will sooner or later be cancelled out by more rapid

inflation .

The above analysis suggests that the overriding objective of demand
management should be to reduce the instability of demand growth by keeping it
at a rate which is not far out of line with the trend rate of growth in productive

capacity. Over time, it may be possible to reduce the average level of
unemployment consistent with stable demand growth, but this will depend on
the scope for structural policies aimed at improving the efficiency with which

labor and product markets function .

There is much to be said for this type of analysis and policy presc ription, but

as a practical matter stab ilizing the rate of demand expansion is more easily said

than done .
There are both technical and other difficulties in achieving this result .

Although demand instability can be seen to arise in part from sudden or
substantial changes in the posture of fiscal, monetary or exchange policies, this is

by no means the entire story . Major changes in the level of demand abroad or in
the international economic policies of our trading partners, sharp or perverse
movements in the exchange rate, upsets in financial markets, military conflicts,
industrial strife or social disturbances-these and a wide range of similar
developments equally difficult to foresee are bound to continue to have an
impact-and at times a major impact-on the level of demand .

Thus demand management must be conducted on the basis of economic
forecasts, the reliable time horizon of which is uncomfortably short even in the

best of circumstances . It must also be based on underlying economic analysis
which is inevitably subject to a considerable margin of uncertainty . There are

many reasons for this, including not only the inadequacies of existing theory and
data but also the difficulty of predicting how the public's learning processes and
changing institutional arrangements will affect past patterns of economi c
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behavior . Thus unresolved controversies continue concerning the relative
importance of monetary and fiscal measures, the timing and magnitude of their
effects, the consequences of alternative exchange rate policies and a host of
lesser questions . Additions to our knowledge should permit improvement on the
degree of demand instability experienced in the past, but it would be unrealistic
to underrate the purely technical difficulties to be overcome .

It should also be obvious that keeping demand growth steady is unlikely to be
an entirely tenable policy in the face of public demands for action to deal with
pressing short-run problems. Practitioners of demand management are acutely
aware of the lags in the response of the economy to changes in general economic
policy but this is not yet part of the thinking of the broader public . There is,
therefore, continuing pressure to use today's policies to deal with today's
difficulties, rather than with the problems which are likely to exist as much as a
year or more hence when some of the main effects of today's policies will be
felt.

Some historical perspective on the problem may be gained by considering
under what conditions it might have been possible for economic policy to have
avoided the demand overshoot of the mid-1960s .

It has been argued in this report that it was mainly because the expansion of
aggregate demand in the economy was allowed to become too strong for too
long that average price and wage levels in Canada began rising at a noticeably
faster pace in 1965-66. In retrospect, it looks as though the recovery of output
and employment in Canada had reduced the margin of excess capacity and
unemployment in the economy close to normal levels by mid-1964 . From this
point on it would seem to have required an average rate of growth of money
demand no higher than, say, seven or eight per cent a year to keep pace with the
trend rate of growth of the labor force and national productivity without any
significant acceleration of the gradually rising trend of prices . Instead aggregate
demand rose by more than 10 per cent annually over the next three years .

It must be recognized, however, that in 1964 when the groundwork was being
laid for the subsequent outburst of inflation, it was widely believed that Canada
still had a long way to go in emerging from the severe and protracted recession
of the previous years and that further strong measures to expand demand
continued to be required. In the circumstances of the time there would have
been negligible public support for-and widespread opposition to-the view that
the time had already come for a more cautious approach to demand expansion .
To have assumed that an unemployment rate only a little below five per cent of
the labor force was about the lowest under which the economy would be able to
operate without generating more rapid price and cost increases would have
seemed to many a premature and unduly pessimistic judgment on which to act .

The belief that price, wage and employment trends in Canada could diverge
progressively from those in the United States would have been received with
considerable skepticism, and many would have regarded such a course of action
as undesirable even if it were feasible . In all likelihood an early return woul d
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have been required to the floating exchange rate for the Canadian dollar, a
system which had only recently been abandoned in favor of a fixed parity . For
many firms selling exports in the U.S . market or competing with imports, the
marked decline in the exchange rate over the period 1961-62 had sharply
improved the profitability of their operations and opened up many possibilities
for entry into new market areas . Yet if the Canadian economy were to have been
insulated from the strong inflationary pressures which developed later in the
United States, this would seem to have required general acceptance of a renewed
appreciation of the Canadian dollar at an early stage . It would also have required
continuing public support for policies which would have kept Canadian
unemployment at normal levels during the period 1966-69, while U.S .
unemployment declined temporarily to unusually low levels as the outburst of
serious inflation in that country gathered momentum .

By late 1968, when severe inflation had already gripped the economy for
some time and had become entrenched in people's expectations and behavior, no
conceivable way of managing demand remained open to the authorities for
which public understanding or approval could be expected . They could have
tried to stabilize the expansion of money demand at a rate high enough to
minin-dze any temporary rise in unemployment, but this would have meant the
passive acceptance of the escalated rate of inflation which had emerged since
1966 as a new minimum. The alternative was to try to stabilize the growth of
demand at a rate low enough to restore eventually the degree of price stability
experienced in the past, even though this meant risking a period of uncom-
fortably high unemployment . The ensuing slowdown in economic activity in
Canada led to much public concern, even though its adverse impact on output
growth and on the national unemployment rate (particularly the rate for adult
males) was less severe than in the recession of 1960-61 .

Keeping a steady hand on the rate of demand expansion is not, in fact, very
helpful advice in situations where the economy is in serious disequilibrium rather
than already moving along some equilibrium growth track .

On any realistic view of the matter, it would seem unwise to pin great hopes
on what n-dght be achieved towards resolving the inflation-unemployment
dilemma over the next few years solely through efforts to reduce the instability
of demand. This is not to deny that we should be able to improve considerably
on our past record of demand instability, or that such improvement offers the
best available hope of resolving the problem over the longer run . For some time
to come, however, it seems unlikely that we shall be able to avoid occasional
overshoots or undershoots of demand, with all the short-run problems they
present .
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CAN INCOMES POLICY HELP?

Does the above discussion of the main policy options available for dealing
with Canadian employment and price stability problems over the longer term
suggest the need for some form of incomes policy ?

Throughout we have stressed the need for realism about the technical and
other obstacles to rapid improvement in the performance of the existing range of
economic policies . A corresponding degree of realism is clearly required in
assessing the potential usefulness of some form of incomes policy, particularly
since many supporters of direct intervention in wage and price decisions
under-estimate the difficulties of applying such a policy and over-estimate the
results which might be achieved .

Although incomes policies come in a ll shapes and sizes, their common feature
is an attempt to check the pace of inflation directly by influencing decisions to
raise prices, wage rates, other costs and profit margins . The mean s invoked range
a ll the way from attempts at persuasion to agreed arrangements supported by
informal governmental pressures to mandatory controls backed by legal
sanctions . Such programs may be ve ry comprehensive in scope or highly
selective ; they may involve a total freeze of p rices and compensation levels or
mild restraints on increases ; they may be temporary or conducted within a
framework of continuing institutional arrangements .

If the root of the inflation-unemployment dilemma lay in the ability of
powerful unions and corporations to keep pushing up costs and prices
indefinitely, regardless of demand conditions, there would seem to be a strong
case for permanent wage and price controls . It is sometimes thought that such a
belief provides the only possible basis for giving serious consideration to
controls.

This is not our view. The Commission's analysis of the causes of recent
Canadian inflation identified a number of areas in which changes in the degree or
use of monopoly power had had significant effects, but in general we did not
find this view of the nature of the basic problem convincing.

We do see serious difficulties, however, in trying to extricate the economy
from a major inflationary outbreak originally generated by an overshoot o f
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demand but persisting stubbornly because of widely held inflationa ry expecta-

tions and response lags . To be successful, an attempt to rely on dem and restraint

alone to restore reasonable price stability in such circumstances may well require

the acceptance of abnormally high unemployment over an extended period .

It is in a situation of this kind that our analysis suggests a potentially useful

role for a temporary program of controls . In conjunction with demand policies

aimed at creating and maintaining a more stable demand environment,

temporary resort to controls would seem to offer a means of bringing cost and
price increases more promptly and reliably into line with the change in demand
conditions, thereby speeding up the process of adjustment and reducing the
transitional loss of jobs and output in bringing inflation under control . Even so,

the process is unlikely to be quick or easy, and the results will not be lasting

unless inflationary expectations can be changed .

Two essential conditions must be satisfied for a tempora ry control program

of this kind to work effectively and then to be phased out with minimum risk of

a renewed outbreak of inflation . First, the public must be convinced that such

measures are necessary and that there exists on the part of governments a strong
determination to make them operate as effectively and equitably as possible .

Second, gove rnments must be prepared to demonstrate a resolve and ab ility to

maintain relatively stable prices and costs over a sufficiently long time span,

embracing not only the control pe riod but also its aftermath, to convince the

public that inflationary expectations and patte rns of behavior are no longer

justified .
Unless demand is maintained at levels consistent with these objectives, then

either the control system will prove unworkable or its removal will lead to

renewed inflation. Given the uncertainties and lags in the response of market
demand to changes in demand management, this will not be easy to do .

European experience suggests, however, that if the control system breaks down
or wages and prices rise rapidly following the end of the program, it will become
difficult or impossible to enlist support for the use of incomes policy in the

future .

It is our view, therefore, that temporary price and income controls should
only be used as part of a longer-run policy aimed at maintaining underlying
demand conditions both during and after the control period consistent with the

target rates of increase in average price and income levels .

We begin by describing in very broad terms the essential characteristics of a

full-fledged control system . After examining how difficult it is likely to be to

accomplish significant and lasting results even with this most powerful form of
restraint program, we turn to the suggestions which have been made for more

limited and looser types of incomes policy .

The control program unde rtaken in the United States du ring the last year

illustrates the general nature of such a system . The underlying rationale for this

program appeared in the Economic Repo rt of the President transmitted to the

Congress in January 1972 :
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"Die basic premise of the price-wage control system is that the
inflation of 1970 and 1971 was the result of expectations, contracts, and
patterns of behavior built up during the earlier period, beginning in 1965,when there was an inflationwy excess of demand . Since there is no longer
an excess of demand, the rate of inflation will subside permanently when
this residtie of the previous excess is removed . 77ie purpose of the control
system is to give the country a period of enforced stability in which
expectations, contracts, and behavior will become adapted to the fact that
rapid Wktion is no longer the prospective condition of American life
When that happens controls can be eliminated .
Given the extent to which the U.S . program has been modified since its

inception, any detailed description can quickly become dated . The generalnature of the system can, however, be sketched out in the following terms. Onecentral feature is a general 5% per cent limit on wage and salary increases
applicable to all employees on a uniform basis, with certain exceptions provided
largely at the -discretion of the control authority . There are those who argue that
such a uniform limit is too rigid and that flexibility should be permitted to allow
for differential rates of productivity growth among industries . There are tworeasons for rejecting this approach . First, it conflicts with the basic economic
mechanism through which productivity gains tend to be diffused throughout the
whole economy rather than being reflected in lasting divergences in relative wage
levels between industries with high rates of productivity increase and industrieswith low ones . Second, it would encounter strong resistance from those
employees who justifiably felt that they had been unfairly treated .

While wage and salary control systems which have lacked a uniform rule have
encountered serious difficulties, most control schemes provide for certain
exceptions . In particu

,
lar, decisions have to be taken about how to treat future

increases already included in existing long-term contracts . Similarly, various
special cases have to be dealt with, such as those where employers cannot obtain
enough workers at existing wage rates . Thus, certain exceptions are essential, but
some programs have been rendered ineffective through the multiplication of
provisions for handling special cases.

The parallel price control system adopted by the United States is one of
various possible schemes which could be used as part of an overall program . Pricecontrol systems of this kind impose lirnits; on the extent to which prices can beraised by requiring that such increases do not raise profit margins . Under the
system in force in the United States, a firm cannot increase prices unless it can
show that cost increases will lower its margin of profit below the level prevailing
at the outset of the program and below the level of the base period,'i .e ., thehighest average margin realized in any two of the firm's last three fiscal years . Inshort, firms must satisfy a double test in order to raise prices . They are allowed
to do so only to the extent necessary to maintain the lower of their profit
margin immediately prior to controls or their margin in the base period. On the
other hand, firms which do not increase prices have their profit margins
subjected to control only under special circumstances .
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Most control schemes, including that in force in the United States, contain

provisions for limiting increases in rents, professional fees, and other kinds of

prices and incomes . For example, the Ame ri c an system of rent control sets a

limit of 2'fi per cent for annual increases in rents over a wide range of residential
housing accommodation, and provides that additional increases can be made
only if required to meet tax increases or, within limits, to compensate for new

major capital improvements . Special arrangements have been made to limit

increases in medical fees and other health costs, some interest rates, dividends,

and the fees and charges of state and local gove rnments .

The U.S. price and income control system has much in common with
programs of the same general character which have been introduced in other

countries. Indeed, the kind of p ri ce and income restraint program which the

Prices and Incomes Commission- was discussing with management, labor and

government representatives in 1969 was, with ce rtain exceptions, broadly similar

in its general approach. The discussions were broken off well before any

agreement had been reached even in principle - let alone on deta ils - but all the

main elements of such a plan were actively examined, including an upper limit

on wage and salary increases, a limit on price increases, control over rents, ways

of limiting increases in other incomes, and means of ensu ring compliance . When

it became necessa ry to proceed with a much more limited program in early

1970, the National Conference on Price Stability adopted p rice restraint crite ria
which required firms to ensure that the revenue gains derived from p ri ce

increases were limited to amounts clearly less than the increases in costs that the

firms were expe riencing .

There was, of course, a striking difference between the situation in which the

U.S . control program was launched and the conditions under which a similar

initiative was attempted in Canada . In the United States not only had efforts to

deal with inflation through reliance on demand policy alone proved very
discouraging, but the country was faced with an international financial crisis as

well . Moreover, the fact that the Congress had earlier passed enabling legislation
for the imposition of controls made it possible for the President to act with the

full force of the law from the outset. Once a temporary freeze had been imposed
it was then possible for the government to initiate concrete and pointed
discussions with the major interest groups on the shape of the controls to follow

the freeze .

Rightly or wrongly there were ve ry few people in responsible positions in

Canada in 1969 who thought that conditions had reached the stage where

legislation providing for a mandatory p rice and wage control system would be

justified . On the other hand, those who took part in exploratory discussions of

the so-called "volunta ry" program in 1969 had few illusions that any effective

system of restraint could be devised without the need for substantial backing by

governments, whether by way of regulations, fiscal devices or more informal

methods of persuasion .

The decision to go ahead on a more limited basis with a price restraint
program led to some positive results, including a modest contribution to the ver y
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striking .p rice performance of 1970. It was recognized from the outset, however,
that unless an effective way could be found for limiting wage and salary
increases, any moderation of the rise in the p rice level was likely to be limited
and tempora ry . A proposed upper limit of six per cent for annual wage and
sala ry increases, with provision for exceptions, was put forward unilatera lly in
June 1970. This suggestion was strongly opposed by employee groups and did
not gain the degree of general support from the public and governments which
was necessa ry if it were to have much impact . After the formal restraint program
terminated at the end of 1970, a common view was that although the s ix per
cent upper limit may have had some positive effect in reducing wage and sala ry
increases, any such effect had been quite small.

In retrospect it seems clear that the attempt to arrive at an a greed restraint
program acceptable to the major interest groups p rior to any legislation for this
purpose placed a heavy responsibility on the participants in the discussions . This
was particularly the case with the union representatives . As subsequent events in
the United States have shown, even when legislation is available to be used if
necessa ry , it is ve ry difficult to develop a control system which is both effective
and broadly acceptable to employee groups . In an environment in which
supporting governmental action would have had to be forthcoming from a
number of governments, and when the absence of any experience with incomes
po licy left doubts about the effectiveness of commitments from business, the
problem was doubly difficult for union membe rs . Under other more favorable
conditions, and with the practical expe rience gained both in Canada and the
United States in conducting an incomes policy, the prospects for a measure of
cooperation among private groups in fashioning an effective control system may
be considerably more promising. It goes without saying, of course, that a
recognition of the seriousness of the problem on the part of provincial
gove rn ments, together with their active support for the measures required to

deal with it, would make a major contribution to the chances of success of such
a program.

It remains true that the Government of Canada has principal responsibility
for the management of the economy, and on May 21, 1971, the Acting Prime
Minister, The Honourable Mitchell Sharp, gave the following answer to a
question on whether the federal government had the constitutional power to
act : "It is our view, and this is why we have been looking at the possible options
for enforcing mandatory price and wage controls if it becomes necessary, that
under the circumstances then existing we would have that authority ." (Hansard
p. 6031 )

It might be asked why opposition to price and income restraint programs has
been so strong in North America and elsewhere . Programs of this kind are
designed to curb inflation with less severe and prolonged adverse effects on
employment and output than would be possible if reliance were placed on
demand management alone. For the community as a whole there are important
economic benefits to be had . Why then so much opposition?
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One source of resistance is from those who fear that their real income gains
will not be as large as they might have been otherwise . For some, this concern is
justified. For many others it is not, since they stand to gain from lower living
costs what they give up in money income increases . When reinforced by mutual
suspicion that others in the community are in a position to "beat the system",
however, fears of this kind make it easy for opponents of controls to build a case
that the coverage or effectiveness of any particular restraint program is
inadequate .

Opposition based on justified or unjustified fears of adverse effects on
individual real incomes finds ready support among those who raise objections on
grounds of principle .

The first and most general of these objections is that a control program would
infringe on individual, social and political freedom . The Commission shares the
natural reaction of most people in a liberal democratic society to bureaucratic
interference with individual freedom and the use of coercion to make behavior
conform to imposed norms. This needs to be taken into account as one of the
costs of any temporary program of controls .

A second source of opposition is based on the ideas and interests which have
gathered over the last three or four decades around the institutions of free
collective bargaining. Any direct interference in this process has the appearance
of crude intervention in a complex and delicate network of relations with
resulting adverse social and economic effects . It is not surprising that many of
those with special knowledge and experience in this area resist any general form
of price and income restraint with great vigor, and it is only when the view
becomes widespread that the alternatives may be worse that some at least are
prepared to accept a substantial interference with the free collective bargaining
process .

Finally, there are those who have a strong belief in the virtues of private
enterprise. This is partly the reaction of members of a particular economic group
to being subjected to governmental interference in their affairs and partly a
concern about the economic costs involved . Study of economic theory and
analysis of the operation of a wide variety of economies over an extended period
leave many with the view that there was much merit in Adam Smith's
injunction of two centuries ago :

"77te statesman, who should attempt to direct private people in what
manner they ought to employ their capitals, would not only load himself
with a most unnecessary attention, but assume an authority which could
safely be trusted, not only to no single person, but to no council or senate
whatever, and which would nowhere be so dangerous as in the hands of a
man who had folly and presumption enough to fancy himself fit to
exercise it. "

Anyone with sympathy for this point of view would have the gravest
reservations about a system of controls which had an air of permanence about it .
It is less clear that a temporary program which builds on existing marke t
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conditions and merely sets limits on the degree of short-run response to market
forces is open to so heavy a charge . There are bound to be economic costs arising
from some distortion of market processes, the burdens of compliance and in
some cases the blunting of incentives . In a temporary program, however, such
costs may be fairly low and must be weighed against the alternative costs of
continuing inflation and unemployment .

Nevertheless, the use of controls is undoubtedly open to many objections both
on ideological and practical grounds . Thus it is not surprising that many people find
it hard to accept the possibility that controls may, nevertheless, be the least
undesirable of the alternatives open to us .

Since a number of other studies of the problem have avoided being driven to
this conclusion, it may be helpful to examine the general position taken in one
of them, the recent Report of the Senate Committee on National Finance,
entitled Growth, Employment and Price Stability. There is much in this Report
which parallels the Commission's findings, including the Senate Committee's
view that expectations and lags provide most of the explanation for our recent
difficulties . How is it then that the Committee was able to reach such a negative
conclusion on the use of controls, which in its view should be limited to a
situation in which the United States continued to employ "more and more
stringent wage and price controls over an extended period of time" ?

As already stated, one way of resolving the unemployment-inflation dilemma
temporarily is to opt for inflation . Although the Senate Committee was prepared
to accept as a target an annual rate of increase in the Consumer Price Index of

two to three per cent - a rate somewhat higher than the traditional objective -
and although its analysis suggests that some significant long-run gains in
employment can be had from continuing inflation, taken as a whole its Report
rejects an inflationary solution .

A second alternative considered by the Committee was to accept a less
ambitious view than that widely held by the public concerning the level of
unemployment which can be maintained without inflation . The Committee
adopted this position. While arguing that the Economic Council's objective of a
three per cent national unemployment rate was a valid goal for the longer term,
the Committee recommended an unemployment rate of four to 4~i per cent as
an interim target more appropriate to the present situation of the Canadian
economy . This recognition of the need for greater realism about the level of
unemployment consistent with economic stability helps to explain how the
Committee was able to conclude that resort to controls might be escaped .

It is in connection with the Committee's discussion of the possible
contribution of supply policies and demand management that difficult questions
arise . Its Report expresses various criticisms of the way in which these policies
have been used in the past and makes a number of suggestions for improvement .
No doubt debate will continue on how these policies can be made more
effective, and opinions will differ on the extent to which the Committee's
suggestions are either feasible or would in fact contribute to this end . Whatever
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the outcome of that debate, a practical question arises as to how enough

progress is to be made along such lines in the near future to deal with our

emerging problems . It is, of course, part of the Committee's position that the

war against inflation is a long one, but it does not explain how the immediate

battles are to be fought while longer-term strategies are being worked out and

progressively implemented .

When the Prices and Incomes Commission appeared before the Senate
Committee, a question was asked about what was to be done if both
unemployment and controls were unacceptable methods of controlling inflation .

The reply was as follows : "The public of this count ry are going to have to

understand how narrow the choices are and how difficult the problem is" . It is

our view that the Committee's negative conclusion on the use of controls

resulted from a failure to recognize how narrow the choices may have become .

If such a policy is attempted, is it importan t that it be applied only at a time

and in a way which offers a high probability of success? The answer to this

appears to be yes . Those who have played a role in the application of prices

and incomes policies in other countries sometimes argue that while their
attempts may not have been successful, it is possible to learn from one's

mistakes and do better next time . This assumes, however, that the public will

not respond to repeated failure by rejecting incomes policies entirely .

This possibility does not arise in the case of demand management . Like it or

not, gove rnments must tax, spend and m anage the supply of money, and

therefore cannot avoid having demand policies even if the actions taken are

based on inflexible, self-imposed rules . Having an incomes policy, however, is a

matter of choice . A case can be made, therefore, that on a longer view it would

be self-defeating to put together another prices and incomes restraint program

unless it has a high probability of success .

This suggests the need for caution in fo llowing suggestions for more limited

forms of intervention in prices and incomes decisions . At one stage in the spring

of 1970 the Commission went some distance in exploring the possibility of using

tax disincentives as a means of limiting increases in money incomes, since the
prospects for obtaining effective enforcement of guidelines in this area by other

techniques remained in doubt . Means were studied whereby increases beyond

stipulated percentages both in annual rates of employment income and in

personal incomes derived from other sources would be subject to a graduated

special withholding tax refundable only at some future date . The larger the

increase in money income beyond this percentage, the larger the amount of this

income currently withheld as refundable tax .

If a workable and effective tax device along these lines could have been
devised, it offered the hope that the desired scaling down of the size of increases
in wages, salaries and other money incomes could be achieved without detailed
intervention in the co llective bargaining process or in other aspects of income

determination . In the end, however, the conclusion was reached that it was
extremely difficult to devise a system along these lines which was sufficientl y
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equitable, administratively workable and reasonably certain to produce the
desired effects on private behavior .

Other proposals have been made which are much more limited in scope . It is
sometimes suggested that particular cases of large and unjustified increases in
prices or income levels should be selected for public attention, but it is not clear
what standard should be applied to reach decisions on such cases . Similarly, it is
not made clear how it would be possible, even if there were such a standard, to
defend its use in passing judgment on some cases while ignoring a host of others .Finally, the question arises whether the glare of publicity is really, as some still
appear to feel, a sufficiently strong weapon to serve as an effective deterrent in
matters of this kind .

The Commission has always held the view that the place of "voluntarism" in
a price and income restraint program should be largely restricted to agreement
on the criteria to be followed, and that when it comes to applying criteria a
means of enforcement is required . When, however, it became apparent that the
price restraint program agreed to in February 1970 was unlikely to survive
without some action being taken on wages and salaries, and when it became clear
that for a variety of reasons it was not possible to use the tax system to provide
an enforcement mechanism, resort was had to a unilaterally announced upper
limit of six per cent for annual wage and salary increases and efforts were made
to enlist the support of governments and the public. The limited success we had
in obtaining support rendered this effort largely ineffective but incidentally
provided a practical demonstration of what it is like to try to apply criteria
unsupported by any effective means of enforcement* .

Repeated attempts to apply an incomes policy without sanctions are unlikely
to accomplish much, and indeed may well be counter-productive if they bring
the whole policy approach into disrepute . In short, while there may be some
case for further experimentation with more limited forms of incomes policy, this
is an area where half measures may be worse than no measures at an .

It may be that before long the march of events will bring Canadians to the
view that serious consideration should be given to a temporary program of
controls . With this in mind, it has been the Commission's view that a group
should be retained within the government to continue work on these issues . OnApril 27, 1972, the Prime Minister announced the establishment of such a group
to carry on the work of contingency planning, to complete the publication of
the Commission's studies and to continue research on the role of prices and
incomes policy in dealing with inflation .

This completes our summary of the analysis we have made of recent Canadian
inflation and of the broad policy choices open to us . Our analysis of the cause s

*11aving beets exposed to this demonstration, those who still advocate the use of incomes
Policy without any sanctions are not unlike the Scottish fisherman who asked his friend
Jock to throw over the anchor to stop their boat from drifting on the rocks. "But Angus,-said Jock, "don't you remem ber? The rope is broken. " "A ye, " said Angus, "bu t throw itover any way. It may slo w us dou7i a b It. "
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and processes of inflation is more optimistic than some . On the other hand, our

appraisal of the range of available policy alte rnatives does not lead to optimistic

conclusions. A healthy sense of realism need not, however, lead either to

fatalism or cynicism . In spite of the events of recent years, a retu rn to something

like the degree of price stability experienced in Canada in the past is sti ll within

our reach, and we have more chance than most countries to make some headway

against the strong inflationary currents being felt all over the world today. The

first step is to reach a measure of consensus on the nature of the problem and on

the policy choices open to us.
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